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1. Introduction
The tremendous success of the Internet as a platform for all kinds of in-
novations and services is having a profound impact in many industries.
Whole industries are looking into using the Internet to provide their ser-
vices, which were previously provided through service-specific infrastruc-
tures.
Two examples of services migrating from their own infrastructures to
the Internet are voice communications and television. Voice communi-
cation services previously provided over the PSTN (Public Switched Tele-
phony Network) are becoming VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) services
while television services previously provided over the broadcast television
network are becoming IPTV services. Service providers offering Internet
access, VoIP, and IPTV are said to provide a triple play service. This type
of convergence is seen as a means to provide innovative services in a cost-
effective manner.
However, service migration is not about simply replicating the legacy
service using Internet technologies. It is about providing a more appeal-
ing service taking advantage of state-of-the-art Internet technologies. It
represents a unique chance to rethink whole services (and whole indus-
tries), keep their good features, and add new ones.
This thesis is about multimedia communication services. The idea was
to build a framework to provide these types of services on the Internet.
We chose to base our framework on SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) [124],
which is a protocol intended to establish and manage multimedia sessions.
Before designing our framework, we gathered a set of requirements in
the form of features our framework had to support. These requirements
guided the whole design of the framework. As discussed in Chapter 2,
the features we chose relate to availability, security, performance, and
innovativeness.
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Introduction
This thesis is a bundle of scientific papers, each of which deals with a
different part of the framework. This summary puts these papers into
context and describes the framework that links them together.
1.1 Research Methodology
The research methodology we have used in this thesis aimed to produce
original scientific results that were relevant and as widely used as possi-
ble by the Internet community. In the process whereby our initial ideas
became what is documented in the scientific papers that make up this the-
sis, we made extensive use of proof-of-concept prototypes and test beds.
Implementing our ideas helped us refine them and make better decisions,
which were based on running code and preliminary measurements.
As we stated earlier, one of our main goals was to produce results that
were relevant and as widely used as possible. We like to measure our re-
sults not only by their scientific value in terms of originality, innovative-
ness, elegance, etc., but also in terms of their actual impact (i.e., their use
in deployments on the Internet). In order to make a significant impact,
it is not enough to resolve research problems at a high level. In addition
to its associated research issues, a considerable number of engineering
issues need to be resolved for an idea to be implemented beyond proof-of-
concept prototypes. Additionally, the standardization of the results is key
to enable multiple interoperable implementations.
Consequently, in addition to working on the scientific papers that form
the core of this thesis, we put considerable efforts on resolving and stan-
dardizing engineering issues related to them. As a result, we have pro-
duced a comprehensive framework that covers aspects ranging from high-
level research issues to small implementation details that are neverthe-
less essential to enable interoperability. While our research work is the
core of this framework, our engineering work is the glue that links all
our research ideas in different areas to form a coherent framework. For
example, in order to study the effects different transport protocols have
on SIP, we had to specify how those transport protocols could carry SIP.
Likewise, in order to add consent-based communications to SIP, we had to
specify a format to write permission documents. While we describe both
our research and our engineering work in this thesis, we obviously discuss
our research work more thoroughly.
16
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1.2 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis describes a service-enabling framework based on SIP. As stated
earlier, even though, officially, this thesis is a bundle of scientific papers,
the body of work supporting it is considerably larger. We have authored
or coauthored a considerable number of RFCs (Requests for Comments)
that are directly related to the papers that form this thesis. The chapters
describing the different parts of the framework discuss both our scientific
results (published in 8 scientific papers) and our engineering work (pub-
lished in 25 RFCs1, which are referenced below) in the area. They also
discuss related work in the area. The remainder of this thesis is orga-
nized as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the goal of this thesis, which consisted of creating
a framework that met a set of requirements. The section also discusses
those requirements.
Chapter 3 provides readers with background on SIP. Given that the
framework discussed in this thesis is based on SIP, knowing what func-
tionality SIP provides and how it provides it is essential for the under-
standing of the thesis. The section is based on our work on the main SIP
specification, which is documented in [124], and on our two SIP-related
books: [11] and [18].
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the framework. It describes the whole
framework and its individual components at a high level.
Chapter 5 discusses the main primitives we added to our framework.
The section is based on our work on the main SIP specification, which is
documented in [124], our work on URI-list services, which is documented
in [29], [43], [44], [21], [30], and [24], and our work on BFCP (Binary Floor
Control Protocol), which is documented in [26], [13], and [14].
Chapter 6 discusses the support functions we added to our framework.
The section is based on our work on PSTN interworking, which is doc-
umented in [27], and [28], our work on session policies, which is docu-
mented in Publication I, [57], [59], [58], and [61], and our work on consent-
based communications, which is documented in Publication II, [117], [118],
[15], and [16].
Chapter 7 discusses the transport properties of our framework. The
section is based on our work on transporting SIP, which is documented in
1at the time of writing, four of these documents are still in the Internet Draft
state and will be published as RFCs shortly.
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Publication III, Publication IV, and [123].
Chapter 8 discusses the multihoming, mobility, security, and NAT (Net-
work Address Translation) traversal properties of our framework. The
section is based on our work on increasing SCTP’s (Stream Control Trans-
mission Protocol) security, which is documented in Publication V, and
[135], our work on combining HIP (Host Identity Protocol) and SIP, which
is documented in Publication VI, and our work on traffic-flow manage-
ment in HIP, which is documented in Publication VII.
Chapter 9 discusses how to apply our framework to scenarios without
infrastructure elements. The section is based on our work on building
HIP-based overlays, which is documented in Publication VI, Publication
VIII, [25], [73], [23], and [22].
Chapter 10 contains the conclusions of this thesis. In this section, we
analyze how our framework meets its original requirements.
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2. Research Goal
Our goal was to build a service-enabling framework for multimedia com-
munications that supported a set of fundamental properties. We used
these properties as design requirements to build the framework. Our
framework needed to be available, secure, high performing, and oriented
to innovations. We discuss why we chose these properties and our main
design decisions in the following sections.
2.1 Framework
The terms “framework” and “architecture” mean several different things
in the existing literature. These terms are even often used without being
defined. One of the reasons for the lack of a single definition is the differ-
ent levels of abstractions at which frameworks and architectures can be
defined (e.g., software framework and protocol framework). In this disser-
tation, we define these terms as follows.
A framework provides a generic skeleton for combining functional ele-
ments to implement applications or services. The architecture of a partic-
ular application or service describes the way elements of the framework
are combined and used to build the application or service.
We aimed to develop a protocol framework whose elements were com-
mon primitives and protocols providing generic functionality. An intuitive
way to think about a framework and its elements is as a toolkit and the
tools inside it. Thus, the elements in our framework can be seen as the
tools in a toolkit, which can be combined in different ways to implement a
wide variety of multimedia communication services. The productivity of
application and service developers is improved by allowing them to focus
on the unique requirements of their applications and services instead of
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developing generic functionality, which is available within the framework.
2.2 Multimedia Communications based on SIP
The first decision we needed to make was to choose a signalling protocol
for our framework. We wanted a standard protocol with an open spec-
ification so that it could be implemented and deployed by the Internet
community as a whole. At the time of making our decision, the two main
standard signalling protocols to manage multimedia sessions on the In-
ternet were SIP [124] and H.323 [67]. We chose to base our framework on
SIP. One of the main reasons why we chose SIP was that, at that point,
SIP was in its infancy and there was still plenty of room to introduce some
of our ideas in the protocol as it evolved.
Nowadays, SIP is the most widely-used standard protocol to establish
voice and video sessions on the Internet. It is also widely used in enter-
prise networks and telecom environments. However, at present, there are
still a set of closed systems that use proprietary protocols. Nevertheless,
some of the most widely-used closed VoIP systems, such as Skype [132],
also use SIP to interconnect with the PSTN and with SIP-based enterprise
networks.
Our goal when working on specifying SIP was to make it a signalling
protocol able to support a communications framework with the features
we had chosen. We discuss these features in the following sections.
2.3 Service-enabling
Our framework aimed to enable a wide range of applications to provide
communication services. A service-enabling framework needs to provide
a complete set of primitives, which should include the most common func-
tionality required by the services to be developed on top of the framework.
SIP natively provides most of the primitives commonly used by applica-
tions handling one-to-one sessions (e.g., establish session to a given URI,
modify session, and terminate session). Additionally, SIP can easily man-
age sessions whose media is multicast. However, vanilla SIP does not
provide simple primitives to handle certain types of scenarios involving
multiparty communications in an efficient way (e.g., setting up a confer-
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ence session and inviting a large number of users to it). Additionally,
there were no mechanisms to handle sessions that included some form of
floor control (i.e., the ability to manage the access to a shared resource).
We consider the management of multiparty sessions as a fundamental
property of our framework. Therefore, we took the ability to efficiently
manage multiparty sessions with and without floor control as one of our
requirements.
Note that when we use the term primitives we refer to protocol prim-
itives. Applications use these protocol primitives to perform different
functions. In practice, some applications do not access the protocol primi-
tives provided by the framework directly. Instead, they access the protocol
primitives through different APIs (e.g., JSR 32 [105], JSR 141 [104], JSR
180 [108], JSR 281 [107], JSR 289 [106], or Parlay X [3]). These APIs are
outside the scope of this thesis.
2.4 Fundamental Properties
We chose four fundamental properties and used them as design require-
ments to build the framework. We decided our framework needed to be
available, secure, high performing, and oriented to innovations. We con-
sidered these properties to be essential for our framework to be useful in
the current business and technological Internet environment.
The choice of the first three properties is fairly natural. Security, per-
formance, and availability are generally considered the main properties
in VoIP deployments [99]. They are also among the most important qual-
ity criteria for success of web applications [94] and the main quality at-
tributes in software architectures [70]. Additionally, security, performance,
and availability are the three top customer requirements for public cloud
environments [45].
As stated previously, our framework provides elements that can be com-
bined in different ways to implement a wide variety of multimedia com-
munication services. A given individual deployment chooses and com-
bines a set of those elements in a particular way to provide the required
functionality. Consequently, the goal is for our framework to include func-
tionality that can be used by individual deployments to achieve those
fundamental properties. The degree in which an individual deployment
will posses any of the fundamental properties will depend on its choices.
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Therefore, while our service-enabling framework includes building blocks
to achieve these three properties, particular services or applications based
on our framework will not typically be able to maximize all the properties
at the same time. Consequently, different deployments will implement
different compromises. For example, there exists a trade off between se-
curity and performance [35]. Encrypting and decrypting traffic increases
the security of a system but decreases its performance. Compromises will
be implemented based on the requirements each particular deployment
needs to meet.
Users of traditional communication networks such as the PSTN are
used to the first three of our properties (i.e., availability, security, and
high performance). New communication networks based on disruptive
technologies (i.e., Internet technology) aiming to attract a high number
of users need to have acceptable (i.e., good-enough) levels in all three ar-
eas [32].
However, while having these three properties is a necessary condition
for a communication network to be successful, such a network needs to
provide something else. As the success of the Internet as a service plat-
form has shown, users appreciate new and innovative services. The more
appealing the services a communication network provides, the more users
it will attract. Therefore, our framework needs to enable service devel-
opers to continuously create innovative services [32]. Consequently, we
added this fourth property (i.e., innovativeness) to our list of fundamental
properties.
2.4.1 Availability
We wanted our framework to be available in several ways. Our framework
needed to support mobility in order to avoid service disruptions even when
users are on the move. The framework needs to support multihoming
so that services are not disrupted when a given access becomes unavail-
able. Availability under DoS (Denial of Service) attacks was also an im-
portant feature we wanted. An essential requirement for any framework
to be used on the public Internet is that it can be used in the presence
of NATs. Additionally, we wanted our framework to be available even in
cases where there was no available infrastructure (e.g., ad-hoc environ-
ments or disaster areas). To make our framework available to a larger
number of users, it had to be possible to access it from the legacy tele-
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phone network (i.e., the PSTN). Of course, PSTN users may be able to
access the framework in a limited way, but interworking with the PSTN
is currently essential for any network providing communication services.
2.4.2 Security
The confidentiality and integrity of both signalling and media traffic in
our network was a key requirement. Although there are several mech-
anisms available in this area, we wanted mechanisms that were as effi-
cient as possible. Therefore, their integration with our framework had
to be done in a way that minimizes establishment time and management
complexity.
2.4.3 High Performance
Performance is a key issue for communication services. Users are fairly
sensitive to delays (and to the variation of the delays) in the establish-
ment of their sessions. We took the efficient transport of signalling mes-
sages between the different nodes in our framework as a requirement.
Additionally, when using SIP in some scenarios, some operations are per-
formed several times (e.g., connectivity establishment in the presence of
NATs). We aimed to increase the performance of our framework by re-
moving unnecessary duplications in our operations.
2.4.4 Innovativeness
Our framework aimed to allow applications running on top of it to be as
innovative as possible. Applications using our framework do not need to
be unnecessarily restricted by the framework itself in what type of new
functionality they want to provide. For example, if an application needs
to establish a session that includes a media stream of a new media type
(e.g., smell or hologram), it should be able to do so even if that media
type was not known when our framework was developed or deployed. Our
framework needs to be future proof so that new innovative communication
services can be provided on top of it.
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2.5 Contribution to Knowledge
The following are the main contributions to knowledge of this disserta-
tion:
• A mechanism that allows network intermediaries to apply session poli-
cies without breaking the end-to-end properties of session negotiations
between SIP user agents. The mechanism enables the introduction of
new and innovative services at a much faster rate because intermedi-
aries do not need to be updated every time a new service is to be pro-
vided.
• A mechanism for implementing consent-based communications in SIP.
The mechanism addresses the unwanted traffic issue by keeping users
from receiving communication attempts from unauthorized users.
• A thorough study of the impact of HOLB (Head of the Line Blocking)
on the transport of SIP messages. Under network conditions where the
effects of HOLB become significant, using SCTP instead of TCP reduces
session establishment delays substantially.
• A thorough security study of the dynamic addressing features in SCTP.
We identified vulnerabilities in how those features were implemented
and proposed ways to fix them. As a result, the relevant SCTP specifi-
cations were modified in order to address those vulnerabilities.
• A framework and a set of mechanisms for building HIP-based overlay
networks. Having HIP manage all the data connections between two
nodes in an integrated manner results in a significant reduction in ses-
sion establishment delays in the presence of NATs
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Even though SIP [124] was initially designed to invite users to existing
multimedia conferences, today it is mainly used to create, modify and ter-
minate multimedia sessions. In addition, there exist SIP extensions to
deliver instant messages and to handle subscriptions to events. In this
thesis, we focus on the most widespread use of SIP: the session establish-
ment and management functionality it provides.
3.1 SIP Functionality
The main goal of SIP is to deliver a session description to a user at his or
her current location. Once the user has been located and the initial ses-
sion description has been delivered, SIP can deliver new session descrip-
tions to modify the characteristics of the ongoing sessions or terminate
the session at the user’s request.
3.1.1 Session Descriptions and SDP
A session description is, as its name indicates, a description of the session
to be established. It contains enough information for the remote user to
join the session. In multimedia sessions over the Internet this information
includes the IP address and port number where the media needs to be
sent, and the codecs used to encode voice and video.
The most common format for describing multimedia sessions is SDP
(Session Description Protocol) [52]. Note that although the “P” in SDP
stands for “Protocol”, SDP is simply a textual format for describing multi-
media sessions. Figure 3.1 shows an example of an SDP session descrip-
tion sent by the user agent of a user called “Alice”. It contains, among
other things, the subject of the conversation (swimming techniques), the
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user agent’s IP address (192.0.2.1), the port number where the user agent
wants to receive audio (20000), the port number where the user agent
wants to receive video (20002), and the audio and video codecs the user
agent supports (0 corresponds to the audio codec G.711 µ-law and 31 cor-
responds to the video codec H.261).
v=0
o=Alice 2790844676 2867892807 IN IP4 192.0.2.1
s=Let’s talk about swimming techniques
c=IN IP4 192.0.2.1
t=0 0
m=audio 20000 RTP/AVP 0
a=sendrecv
m=video 20002 RTP/AVP 31
a=sendrecv
Figure 3.1. Example of an SDP session description
An SDP description consists of two parts: session-level information and
media-level information. The session-level information applies to the whole
session and comes before the m= lines. In our example, the first five lines
correspond to session-level information. They provide version and user
identifiers (v= and o= lines), the subject of the session (s= line), Alice’s IP
address (c= line), and the time of the session (t= line). Note that this ses-
sion is supposed to take place at the moment when this session description
is received. That is why the t= line is t=0 0.
The media-level information is media-stream specific and consists of an
m= line and a number of optional a= lines that provide further information
about the media stream. Our example has two media streams and, thus,
has two m= lines. The a= lines indicate that the streams are bidirectional
(i.e., users send and receive media).
As Figure 3.1 illustrates, the format of all the SDP lines consists of
type=value elements, where type is always one character long. Table 3.1
shows the types defined by SDP.
Even if SDP is the most common format to describe multimedia sessions,
SIP does not depend on it. SIP is session-description format independent.
That is, SIP can deliver a description of a session written in SDP or in any
other format.
In general, SIP is completely independent of the format of the objects it
transports. Those objects may be session descriptions written in different
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Table 3.1. SDP types
Type Meaning
v Protocol version
b Bandwidth information
o Owner of the session and session identifier
z Time zone adjustments
s Name of the session
k Encryption key
i Information about the session
a Attribute lines
u URL containing a description of the session
t Time when the session is active
e Email address to obtain information about the session
t Times when the session will be repeated
p Phone number to obtain information about the session
m Media line
c Connection information
i Information about the media line
formats or any other piece of information. For example, there is an exten-
sion to SIP that allows SIP to deliver instant messages, which are written
using a different format from SDP (e.g., html).
3.1.2 The Offer/Answer Model
SIP provides a two-way session-description exchange called the offer/answer
model [121]. One of the users (the offerer) generates a session description
(the offer) and sends it to the remote user (the answerer), who then gen-
erates a new session description (the answer) and sends it to the offerer.
After the offer/answer exchange, both users have a common view of the
session to be established. They know, at least, the formats they can use
(i.e., formats that the remote end understands) and the transport ad-
dresses for the session. The offer/answer exchange can also provide extra
information, such as cryptographic keys for encrypting traffic.
Figure 3.2 shows the answer that the user agent of the user called “Bob”
returned after having received the offer in Figure 3.1. The user agent’s IP
address is 192.0.2.2, the port number where it will receive audio is 30000,
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the port number where it will receive video is 30002. In this answerer,
the user agent supports the same audio and video codecs as offerer (G.711
µ-law and H.261). So, after this offer/answer exchange, the session is
established.
v=0
o=Bob 234562566 236376607 IN IP4 192.0.2.2
s=Let’s talk about swimming techniques
c=IN IP4 192.0.2.2
t=0 0
m=audio 30000 RTP/AVP 0
a=sendrecv
m=video 30002 RTP/AVP 31
a=sendrecv
Figure 3.2. An SDP answer
3.1.3 SIP and SIPS URIs
SIP identifies users by their SIP URIs, which consist of a username and a
domain name. In addition, SIP URIs can contain a number of parameters
(e.g., transport), which are encoded using semicolons. The following are
examples of SIP URIs:
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
sip:Bob.Brown@example.com
sip:carol@ws1234.domain2.com;transport=tcp
In addition, users can be identified using SIPS URIs. Entities contact-
ing a SIPS URI use TLS (Transport Layer Security) [37] to secure their
messages. The following are examples of SIPS URIs:
sips:Alice.Smith@domain.com
sips:Bob.Brown@example.com
3.1.4 User Location
SIP provides personal mobility. That is, users can be reached using the
same identifier no matter where they are. For example, the user Alice can
be reached at
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
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regardless of her current location. This is her public URI, also known as
her AoR (Address of Record).
Nevertheless, when Alice is logged in at work her SIP URI is
sip:asmith@ws1234.company.com
and when she is working at her computer at the university her SIP URI
is
sip:alice@pc12.university.edu
SIP provides a means for mapping Alice’s public URI
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
to her current URI (at work or at the university) at any given moment.
To do this, SIP introduces a network element called the registrar of a
particular domain. A registrar handles requests addressed to its domain.
Thus, SIP requests sent to
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
will be handled by the SIP registrar at domain.com.
Every time Alice logs into a new location, she registers her new location
with the registrar at domain.com, as shown in Figure 3.3. In this way, the
registrar at domain.com can always forward incoming requests to Alice
wherever she is.
Registrar at
domain.com
sip:asmith@ws1234.company.com
sip:alice@pc12.university.edu
REG
ISTE
R
 sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
Figure 3.3. Alice registers her location with the domain.com registrar
On reception of the registration the registrar at domain.com can store
the mapping between Alice’s public URI and her current location in two
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ways: it can use a local database or it can upload this mapping into a lo-
cation server. If the registrar uses a location server, it will need to consult
it when it receives a request for Alice. Note that the interface between
the registrar and the location server is not based on SIP, but on other
protocols.
3.2 SIP Entities
In addition to registrars, SIP defines user agents, proxy servers, and redi-
rect servers. UAs (user agents) are SIP endpoints that are usually han-
dled by a user, although user agents can also establish sessions automat-
ically with no user intervention (e.g., a SIP voicemail). Sessions are typ-
ically established between user agents. Within a request/response SIP
transaction, the user agent sending the request is referred to as the UAC
(User Agent Client). The user agent sending the response is referred to
as the UAS (User Agent Server). During a session, a user agent may act
as the UAC in some transactions and as the UAS in others.
Proxy servers, typically referred to as proxies, are SIP routers. A proxy
receives a SIP message from a user agent or from another proxy and
routes it towards its destination. Routing the request involves relaying
the message to the destination user agent or to another proxy on the path.
SIP routing is one of the key components of the protocol. A given user
can be available at several user agents at the same time. For instance,
Alice can be reachable on her computer at the university
sip:alice@pc12.university.edu
and on her PDA with a wireless connection
sip:alice@pda.com
She has registered both locations with the registrar at domain.com. If the
registrar receives a SIP message addressed to Alice’s public URI
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
it has to decide whether to route it to Alice’s computer or to Alice’s PDA.
In this case, Alice has programmed the registrar to route SIP messages to
her computer between 8:00 and 13:00 and to her PDA from 13:00 to 14:00.
The registrar simply checks the current time and routes the SIP message
accordingly.
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Being able to route SIP messages on the basis of any criteria is a very
powerful tool for building services that are specially tailored to the needs
of each user. Users typically choose to route SIP messages based on the
sender, the time of the day, whether the subject is business-related or
personal, the type of session (e.g., route video calls to the computer with
the big screen), etc.; the combinations are numerous.
In the previous example we saw that the registrar routed the SIP mes-
sage to Alice’s user agent. Yet the entities handling routing of messages
are called proxies. Proxies and registrars are only logical roles. In our
example, the same physical box acted as a registrar when Alice registered
her current location and as a proxy when it was routing SIP messages
toward Alice’s user agent. This configuration is shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4. Proxy co-located with the registrar of the domain
A different configuration could consist of using a separate physical box
for each role, as shown in Figure 3.5. Here, the proxy needs to access the
information about Alice’s location that the registrar got in the first place.
This is resolved by adding a location server. The registrar uploads Alice’s
location to the location server, and the proxy consults the location server
in order to route incoming messages.
3.2.1 Forking Proxies
In the previous examples the proxy chose a single user agent as the des-
tination of the SIP message. However, sometimes it is useful to receive
calls on several user agents at the same time. SIP proxy servers that
route messages to more than one destination are called forking proxies,
as shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5. Proxy and registrar kept separate
Figure 3.6. Forking proxy operation
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A forking proxy can route messages in parallel or in sequence. An ex-
ample of parallel forking is the simultaneous ringing of all the telephones
in a house. Sequential forking consists of the proxy trying the different
locations one after the other. A proxy can, for example, let a user agent
ring for a certain period of time and, if the user does not pick up, try a
new user agent.
Proxies store different amounts of information depending on the ser-
vice they provide. Proxies can be stateless, (transaction) stateful, and call
stateful. Stateless proxies do not store any state information after having
routed a message. They are typically used as load balancers and entry
points to proxy farms.
Stateful or transaction stateful proxies store state for ongoing transac-
tions. For example, a forking proxy trying different locations sequentially
could be implemented with a transaction stateful proxy. Such a proxy
would store a list of locations to be tried and would remove them from the
list as they were tried in sequence.
Call stateful proxies store state for ongoing sessions. A proxy that logged
the duration of a session could be implemented with a call stateful proxy.
Such a proxy would start a timer on session establishment and stop it on
session termination.
3.2.2 Redirect Servers
Redirect servers are also used to route SIP messages, but they do not relay
the message to its destination as proxies do. Redirect servers instruct the
entity that sent the message (a user agent or a proxy) to try a new location
instead. Figure 3.7 shows how redirect servers work. A user agent sends
a SIP message to
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
and the redirect server tells it to try the alternative address
sip:alice@pda.com
3.3 Message Format
SIP is based on HTTP [41] and so it is a textual request-response protocol.
Clients send requests, and servers answer with responses. A SIP transac-
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Figure 3.7. Redirect server operation
tion consists of a request from a client, zero or more provisional responses,
and a final response from a server.
Figure 3.8 shows the format of SIP messages. They start with the start
line, which is called the request line in requests and the status line in
responses. The start line is followed by a number of header fields that
follow the format name:value and an empty line that separates the header
fields from the optional message body.
Start line
A number of header fields
Empty line
Optional message body
Figure 3.8. SIP message format
3.4 The Start Line in SIP Requests: the Request Line
The start line in requests is referred to as the request line. It consists of
a method name, the Request-URI, and the protocol version SIP/2.0. The
method name indicates the purpose of the request and the Request-URI
contains the destination of the request. The following is an example of a
request line:
INVITE sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com SIP/2.0
The method name in this example is INVITE. It indicates that the purpose
of this request is to invite a user to a session. The Request-URI shows
that this request is intended for Alice.
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Table 3.2 shows the methods that are currently defined in SIP and their
meaning.
Table 3.2. SIP methods
Method name Meaning
ACK [124] Acknowledges a final response for an INVITE
BYE [124] Terminates a session
CANCEL [124] Cancels a pending request
INFO [39] Transports PSTN telephony signaling
INVITE [124] Establishes a session
NOTIFY [111] Notifies the user agent about a particular event
OPTIONS [124] Queries a server about its capabilities
PRACK [122] Acknowledges the reception of a provisional response
PUBLISH [88] Uploads information to a server
REGISTER [124] Maps a public URI with the current location of the user
SUBSCRIBE [111] Requests to be notified about a particular event
UPDATE [113] Modifies some characteristics of a session
MESSAGE [31] Carries an instant message
REFER [133] Instructs a server to send a request
Figure 3.9 shows a SIP transaction. The user agent client (UAC) sends
a BYE request, and the user agent server (UAS) sends back a 200 (OK)
response. Note that, usually, SIP message flows only show the method
name of the request and the status code and the reason phrase of the
response. These pieces of information are usually enough for any message
flow to be understood.
3.5 The Start Line in SIP Responses: the Status Line
The start line of a response is referred to as the status line. The status line
contains the protocol version (SIP/2.0) and the status of the transaction,
which is given in numerical (status code) and human-readable (reason
phrase) formats. The following is an example of a status line:
SIP/2.0 180 Ringing
The protocol version is always set to SIP/2.0. SIP can be extended with-
out the need to increase its protocol version.
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The status code 180 indicates that the remote user is being alerted.
Ringing is the reason phrase and it is intended to be read by a human
(e.g., displayed to the user). Since it is intended for human consumption
the reason phrase can be written in any language.
Responses are classified by their status codes, which are integers that
range from 100 to 699. Table 3.3 shows how status codes are classified
according to their values.
Table 3.3. Status code ranges
Status code range Meaning
100–199 Provisional (also called informational)
200–299 Success
300–399 Redirection
400–499 Client error
500–599 Server error
600–699 Global failure
Apart from the start line (status line in responses and request line in re-
quests) the format of requests and responses is identical, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.8. Section 3.4 describes the format of the request line. Sections 3.6
and 3.7 describe the format of the rest of the message (header fields and
message body, respectively).
3.6 Header Fields
Right after the start line, SIP messages (both requests and responses) con-
tain a set of header fields (see Figure 3.8). There are mandatory header
fields that appear in every message and optional header fields that only
appear when needed. A header field consists of the header field’s name, a
colon, and the header field’s value, as shown in the example below:
To: Alice Smith <sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com>;tag=1234
The value of a header field can consist of multiple items. The To header
field above contains a display name (Alice Smith), a URI
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
and a tag parameter.
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UAC
(1) BYE
UAS
(2) 200 OK
Figure 3.9. SIP transaction
Some header fields can have more than one entry in the same message,
as shown in the example below:
Route: <sip:p1.domain1.com>
Route: <sip:p34.domain2.com>
Multi-entry header fields can appear in a single-value-per-line form, as
shown above, or in a comma-separated value form, as shown below. Both
formats are equivalent.
Route: <sip:p1.domain1.com>, <sip:p34.domain2.com>
There are six mandatory header fields that appear in every SIP mes-
sage. They are To, From, Cseq, Call-ID, Max-Forwards, and Via.
The To header field contains the URI of the destination of the request.
However, this URI is not used to route the request. It is intended for hu-
man consumption and for filtering purposes. For example, a user can have
a private URI and a professional URI and requests can be filtered depend-
ing on which URI appears in the To field. The tag parameter is used to
distinguish, in the presence of forking proxies, different user agents that
are identified with the same URI.
The From header field contains the URI of the originator of the request.
Like the To header field, it is mainly used for human consumption and for
filtering purposes.
The Cseq header field contains a sequence number and a method name.
They are used to match requests and responses.
The Call-ID provides a unique identifier for a SIP message exchange.
The Max-Forwards header field is used to avoid routing loops. Every
proxy that handles a request decrements its value by one, and if it reaches
zero, the request is discarded.
The Via header field keeps track of all the proxies a request has tra-
versed. The response uses these Via entries so that it traverses the same
proxies as the request did in the opposite direction.
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3.7 Message Body
As Figure 3.8 shows, the message body is separated from the header fields
by an empty line. SIP messages can carry any type of body and even
multipart bodies using MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions)
[42] encoding.
SIP uses MIME to encode its message bodies [17]. Consequently, SIP
bodies are described in the same way as attachments to an email message.
A set of header fields provide information about the body: its length, its
format, and how it should be handled. For example, the header fields
below describe the SDP session description of Figure 3.1:
Content-Disposition: session
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 193
The Content-Disposition indicates that the body is a session descrip-
tion, the Content-Type indicates that the session description uses the SDP
format, and the Content-Length contains the length of the body in bytes.
Figure 3.10 shows an example of a multipart body encoded using MIME.
The first body part is an SDP session description and the second body
part consists of the text “This is the second body part”. Note that the
Content-Type for the whole body is multipart/mixed and that each body
part has its own Content-Type, namely application/sdp and text/plain.
An important property of bodies is that they are transmitted end-to-end.
That is, proxies do not need to parse the message body in order to route
the message. In fact, the user agents may choose to encrypt the contents
of the message body end-to-end. In this case, proxies would not even be
able to tell which type of session was being established between both user
agents.
3.8 Message Encoding
SIP uses text encoding as opposed to binary for its messages. When SIP
was being designed, which encoding was best was discussed at length.
Text proponents claimed that text-based protocols are debugged more eas-
ily because they can be read directly by a human and that text protocols
are more flexible and easier to extend with new features. Binary propo-
nents argued that binary protocols use bandwidth more efficiently and are
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Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0806040504000805090"
Content-Length: 384
--0806040504000805090
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Disposition: session
v=0
o=Alice 2790844676 2867892807 IN IP4 192.0.2.1
s=Let’s talk about swimming techniques
c=IN IP4 192.0.2.1
t=0 0
m=audio 20000 RTP/AVP 0
a=sendrecv
m=video 20002 RTP/AVP 31
a=sendrecv
--0806040504000805090--
Content-Type: text/plain
This is the second body part
--0806040504000805090--
Figure 3.10. MIME encoding of a multipart body
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easy to debug and extend with the proper tools. Both types of encoding
have advantages and disadvantages.
A textual encoding was chosen for SIP mostly because there are more
designers and developers who are familiar with how to use and extend
text-based protocols. Therefore, it was believed that a textual encoding
would result in more services being created. For example, the tools needed
to create HTTP-based services are taught at many university courses. The
same or similar tools (e.g., CGI (Common Gateway Interface) for SIP [78]
and SIP Servlets [103]) can be used to create SIP-based services as well.
SIP’s textual encoding can result in relatively large messages, which
may be problematic on low-bandwidth interfaces. SIP messages can be
compressed [12] using the SigComp [102] signalling compression mecha-
nism.
3.9 SIP Transactions
SIP defines three types of transactions: regular transactions, INVITE–
ACK transactions, and CANCEL transactions. The type of a particular
transaction depends on the request initiating it.
Regular transactions are initiated by any request except INVITE, ACK,
or CANCEL. Figure 3.11 shows a regular BYE transaction. In a regular
transaction, the user agent server receives a request and generates a final
response that terminates the transaction.
UAC
(1) BYE
UAS
(3) 200 OK
Proxy
(2) BYE
(4) 200 OK
Figure 3.11. Regular transaction
An INVITE–ACK transaction involves two transactions: an INVITE
transaction and an ACK transaction, as shown in Figure 3.12. The user
agent server receives an INVITE request and generates zero or more pro-
visional responses and a final response. When the user agent client re-
ceives the final response, it generates an ACK request, which does not
have any response associated with it.
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UAC
(1) INVITE
UASProxy
(2) INVITE
(3) 180 Ringing
(4) 180 Ringing
(6) 200 OK
(5) 200 OK
(7) ACK
Figure 3.12. INVITE–ACK transaction
CANCEL transactions are initiated by a CANCEL request and are al-
ways connected to a previous transaction (i.e., the transaction to be can-
celled). CANCEL transactions are similar to regular transactions, with
the difference that the final response is generated by the next SIP hop
(typically a proxy) instead of by the user agent server. Figure 3.13 shows
a CANCEL transaction cancelling an INVITE transaction. Note that the
INVITE transaction, once it is cancelled, terminates as usual (i.e., final
response plus ACK).
UAC
(1) INVITE
UASProxy
(2) INVITE
(11) 487 Request Terminated
(12) ACK
(3) 180 Ringing
(4) 180 Ringing
(5) CANCEL
(6) 200 OK
(7) CANCEL
(8) 200 OK
(10) ACK
(9) 487 Request Terminated
Figure 3.13. CANCEL transaction
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Alice's PDA
(1) REGISTER sip:domain.com SIP/2.0
     To: sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
     Contact: <sip:alice@pda.com>
(2) 200 OK
Registrar
domain.com
Figure 3.14. Alice registers her location
3.10 Message Flow for Session Establishment
This is an example of how to use SIP to establish a multimedia session.
First of all, Alice registers her current location
sip:alice@pda.com
with the registrar at domain.com, as shown in Figure 3.14. To do this,
Alice sends a REGISTER request (Figure 3.15) indicating that requests
addressed to the URI in the To header field
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
should be relayed to the URI in the Contact header field
sip:alice@pda.com
The Request-URI of the REGISTER request contains the domain of the
registrar (domain.com). The registrar responds with a 200 (OK) response (Fig-
ure 3.16) indicating that the transaction was successfully completed.
REGISTER sip:domain.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 192.0.2.1:5060;branch=z9hG4bKna43f
Max-Forwards: 70
To: <sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com>
From: <sip:Alice@pda.com>;tag=453448
Call-ID: 843528637684230998sdasdsfgt
Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Contact: <sip:alice@pda.com>
Expires: 7200
Content-Length: 0
Figure 3.15. (1) REGISTER
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SIP/2.0 200 OK
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 192.0.2.1:5060;branch=z9hG4bKna43f
;received=192.0.2.1
To: <sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com>;tag=54262
From: <sip:Alice@pda.com>;tag=453448
Call-ID: 843528637684230998sdasdsfgt
Cseq: 1 REGISTER
Contact: <sip:alice@pda.com>;expires=7200
Date: Sat, 25 Mar 2006 17:38:00 GMT
Content-Length: 0
Figure 3.16. (2) 200 OK
At a later time, Bob invites Alice to an audio session. Figure 3.17 shows
the establishment of the audio session between Bob and Alice through the
proxy server at domain.com.
Figure 3.17. Session establishment through a proxy
Bob sends an INVITE request (Figure 3.18) using Alice’s public URI
sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com
as the Request-URI. The proxy at domain.com relays the INVITE request
to Alice at her current location (her PDA). Alice accepts the invitation
sending a 200 (OK) response, which is relayed by the proxy to Bob (Fig-
ure 3.19).
Note that Alice has included a Contact header field in her 200 (OK)
response. This header field is used by Bob to send subsequent messages
to Alice. This way, once the proxy at domain.com has helped Bob locate
Alice, Bob and Alice can exchange messages directly between them.
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INVITE sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP ws1.domain2.com:5060;branch=z9hG4bK74gh5
Max-Forwards: 70
From: Bob <sip:Bob.Brown@domain2.com>;tag=9hx34576sl
To: Alice <sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com>
Call-ID: 6328776298220188511@192.0.100.2
Cseq: 1 INVITE
Contact: <sip:bob@192.0.100.2>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 138
v=0
o=bob 2890844526 2890844526 IN IP4 ws1.domain2.com
s=-
c=IN IP4 192.0.100.2
t=0 0
m=audio 20000 RTP/AVP 0
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
Figure 3.18. (1) INVITE
Bob uses the URI in the Contact header field of the 200 (OK) response to
send his ACK. Now that the session (i.e., an audio stream) is established,
Bob and Alice can talk with each other. If, in the middle of the session,
they wanted to make any changes to the session (e.g., add video), all they
would need to do would be to issue another INVITE request with an up-
dated session description. INVITE requests sent within an ongoing ses-
sion are usually referred to as re-INVITEs [19]. (UPDATE requests can
also be used to modify ongoing sessions. In any case, UPDATEs are used
when no interactions with the callee are expected. In this case, we use
re-INVITE because the callee is typically prompted before adding video to
a session.)
When Bob and Alice finish their conversation, Bob sends a BYE request
to Alice. Note that, as with the ACK, this request is sent directly to Alice,
without the intervention of the proxy. Alice responds with a 200 (OK)
response to the BYE request.
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SIP/2.0 200 OK
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP ws1.domain2.com:5060;branch=z9hG4bK74gh5
;received=192.0.100.2
From: Bob <sip:Bob.Brown@domain2.com>;tag=9hx34576sl
To: Alice <sip:Alice.Smith@domain.com>;tag=1df345fkj
Call-ID: 6328776298220188511@192.0.100.2
Cseq: 1 INVITE
Contact: <sip:alice@192.0.2.1>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 132
v=0
o=alice 2890844545 2890844545 IN IP4 192.0.2.1
s=-
c=IN IP4 192.0.2.1
t=0 0
m=audio 30000 RTP/AVP 0
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
Figure 3.19. (4) 200 OK
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3.11 SIP Dialogs
In Figure 3.17, Bob and Alice exchange a number of SIP messages in
order to establish (and terminate) a session. The exchange of a set of
SIP messages between two user agents is referred to as a SIP dialog. In
our example the SIP dialog is established by the INVITE transaction and
is terminated by the BYE transaction. Note, however, that, in addition
to INVITE, there are other methods that can create dialogs as well (e.g.,
SUBSCRIBE).
When a SIP dialog is established (e.g., with an INVITE transaction), all
the subsequent requests within that dialog follow the same path. In our
example, all the requests after the INVITE (the ACK (5) and the BYE
(6)) are sent end-to-end between the user agents. However, some proxies
choose to remain in the signaling path for subsequent requests within
a dialog instead of routing the first INVITE request and stepping down
after the 200 (OK) response. Let us study the mechanism used by proxies
to stay in the path after the first INVITE request. It consists of three
header fields: Record-Route, Route, and Contact.
Figure 3.20 shows a message flow where the proxy at domain.com re-
mains in the path for all the requests sent within the dialog. The proxy
requests to remain in the path by adding a Record-Route header field to
the INVITE request (2). The lr parameter that appears at the end of the
URI indicates that this proxy is RFC 3261-compliant (older proxies used
a different routing mechanism).
Alice obtains the Record-Route header field with the proxy’s URI in the
INVITE request (2), and Bob obtains it in the 200 (OK) response (4). From
that point on, both Bob and Alice insert a Route header field in their re-
quests, indicating that the proxy at domain.com needs to be visited. The
ACK (5 and 6) is an example of a request with a Route header field sent
from Bob to Alice. The BYE (7 and 8) shows that requests in the opposite
direction (i.e., from Alice to Bob) use the same Route mechanism.
3.12 Event Notification
So far, we have seen how to use SIP to establish sessions. Additionally,
SIP can also be used to obtain the status of a given resource and track
changes in that status. For example, at a given moment, the state of
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Figure 3.20. Usage of Record-Route, Route, and Contact
Alice’s presence is “online”. When she logs off from her computer her
presence status changes to “offline”. In this example the resource is Alice
and the status information is her presence information.
SIP includes a framework for event notification [111]. It uses the SUB-
SCRIBE and NOTIFY methods. The entity interested in the status infor-
mation of a resource subscribes to that information. The entity that keeps
track of the resource state will send a NOTIFY request with the current
status information of the resource and a new NOTIFY request every time
the status changes. The type of status information is defined by an Event
header field. Specifications defining new values for the Event header field
are called event packages.
The event notification framework defines two new roles in SIP: the sub-
scriber and the notifier. A subscriber is a SIP UA that sends a SUB-
SCRIBE request for a particular event. A subscriber gets NOTIFY re-
quests containing state information related to the subscribed event. A
notifier is a SIP UA that receives SUBSCRIBE requests for a particular
event and generates a NOTIFY request containing the state information
related to the subscribed event. A notifier keeps a subscription state for
each of the subscribers.
Figure 3.21 shows an example where Alice, acting in the role of a sub-
scriber, subscribes to her voicemail [84]. The voicemail server is acting as
a notifier. In this case, the status information she is interested in is the
number of messages that have arrived at the voicemail. This corresponds
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to an Event header field of value message-summary.
Figure 3.21. Voicemail status information
Note that the 200 (OK) response (2) to the SUBSCRIBE request only
indicates that the SUBSCRIBE transaction has been successful. That
is, the subscription has been accepted by the voicemail. The information
about the resource always arrives in a NOTIFY transaction. The NOTIFY
request (3) in Figure 3.21 shows the body of the NOTIFY. It indicates that
Alice’s voicemail has two new messages and eight old messages, of which
none of the new and two of the old messages are urgent (figures enclosed
in parentheses).
If, before the subscription expires, Alice’s voicemail receives a new mes-
sage, it will send a new NOTIFY request to Alice informing her about the
new arrival.
3.13 Extending SIP
SIP’s extension negotiation mechanism uses three header fields: Supported,
Require, and Unsupported. When a SIP dialog is being established the
user agent client lists all the names of the extensions it wants to use for
that dialog in a Require header field, and all the names of the extensions
it supports not listed previously in a Supported header field. The names
of the extensions are referred to as option tags.
The user agent server inspects the Require header field and, if it does
not support any of the extensions listed there, it sends back an error re-
sponse indicating that the dialog could not be established. This error re-
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sponse contains an Unsupported header field listing the extensions the
user agent server did not support.
If the user agent server supports (and is willing to use) all the required
extensions, it should decide whether or not it wants to use any extra ex-
tension for this dialog and, if so, it includes the option tag for the extension
in the Require header field of its response. If this option tag was included
in the Supported header field of the client, the dialog will be established.
Otherwise, the client does not support the extension (or is not willing to
use it). In this case the user agent server includes the extension which
is required by the server in a Require header field of an error response.
Such an error response terminates the establishment of the dialog.
Figure 3.22 shows a successful extension negotiation between Bob and
Alice. They end up using the extensions whose option tags are foo1, foo2,
and foo4.
Figure 3.22. Extension negotiation in SIP
In addition to option tags, SIP can be extended by defining new methods.
We saw in Table 3.2 that there are many SIP methods, but that the core
protocol only uses a subset of them. The rest of the methods are defined
in SIP extensions.
In a SIP dialog the user agents need to know which methods the other
end understands. For this purpose, each of the user agents includes an
Allow header field in its messages listing all the methods it supports. An
example of an Allow header field is
Allow: INVITE, ACK, CANCEL, OPTIONS, BYE
As we can see, the Allow header field lets user agents advertise the
methods they support, but it cannot be used to express the fact that a
particular method is required for a particular dialog. To provide such
functionality, an option tag associated with the method required is de-
fined. This way a user agent can include the option tag in its Require
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header field and force the remote end to apply the extension and, so, to
understand the method. The extension for reliable provisional responses
[122] is an example of an option tag associated with a method: PRACK.
3.14 NAT Traversal
Originally, the offer/answer model [121] only supported the establishment
of sessions between user agents in the same address space. The deploy-
ment of NATs on the Internet and on many private networks made it
necessary to include a NAT traversal mechanism in SIP. ICE (Interac-
tive Connectivity Establishment) [116] is a probe-based NAT traversal
methodology that uses NAT traversal protocols such as STUN [120] (Sim-
ple Traversal of User Datagram Protocol) and TURN [85] (Traversal Us-
ing Relays around NAT). User agents establishing a session use these
protocols to obtain a list of IP addresses where they could potentially be
reachable. The user agents exchange their address lists and use STUN-
based connectivity checks to discover which address pair or pairs can be
actually used for the session. Once the session is established, the user
agents send connectivity checks periodically so that the NAT bindings be-
ing used for the session do not expire.
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4. Framework Overview
This thesis describes a framework to provide SIP-based multimedia com-
munication services. Applications and services built on top of this frame-
work take advantage of the functionality provided by the framework, whose
structure is shown in Figure 4.1.
SIP Multiparty Floor Control
Sets of Primitives
Transport
PSTN Interworking Consent Session Policies
Support Functions
Mobility / Multihoming / Security / NAT Traversal
Overlay
Applications / Services
Service Framework
Figure 4.1. Framework structure
The framework includes functionality that is likely to be used by many
applications and services. In this way, different individual applications
and services can rely on the functionality provided by the framework
instead of implementing it themselves. Reusing the same functionality
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across different applications and services results in reducing their imple-
mentation cost. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the framework. As
stated in Section 2.1, an intuitive way to think about a framework and its
elements is as a toolkit and the tools inside it. The framework provides
applications and services with tools. Different applications and services
will use different tools within the toolkit. A given service may not use a
particular tool, which may be used by a different service.
Some of the tools provided by the framework can be grouped, as shown
in Figure 4.1. Some tools consist of sets of primitives and some other tools
consist of support functions. Figure 4.1 helps visualizing the framework
and its components. In general, tools upper in the figure make use of tools
lower in the figure. However, the position of particular tools in Figure 4.1
could be debated. For example, SIP appears higher than Session Policies
in the figure because Session Policies will be used as part of the session
establishment process performed by SIP. A different (but also valid) per-
spective would be to place Session Policies higher in the figure given that
Session Policies use SIP as their transport. Therefore, the position of the
tool in the figure is not overly important given that some tools within the
framework make use of other tools within the framework as part of their
operations. This framework is not an architecture with a rigid structure.
As discussed earlier, this framework is a set of tools that can be combined
in different ways to provide applications and services with functionality
needed to implement a wide variety of multimedia communication ser-
vices.
In addition to the tools provided by the framework, services and appli-
cations can make use of additional tools, which may not be included in the
framework. As stated before, this framework is not a rigid architecture
that could limit what applications and services could use. Application and
services are free to use any functionality they need outside this frame-
work. As discussed in Chapter 1, we have only included in the framework
functionality that is related to either our scientific work or to our engi-
neering work.
The tools in the framework are described at the protocol model level [110].
In addition, the RFCs associated with each particular tool discuss its op-
eration in full detail. An application designer needs to combine several of
these tools into a system to build an application or service. Our frame-
work provides application designers with the information they need to
build their systems.
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Note that implementers of such systems can work at several different
levels. The implementer of a software library such as a SIP stack will
use the SIP specification [124] as the basis for the stack. However, the
implementer of a VoIP client may simply use an existing SIP stack that
hides all SIP-related details behind an API. We do not discuss this type of
API in this thesis.
System architects can also take tools from our framework and include
them in their system architectures. For example, the IMS (IP Multimedia
Subsystem) [18] uses some of the primitives (e.g., SIP and Multiparty)
and support functions (e.g., PSTN Interworking) in our framework.
4.1 Sets of Primitives
As shown in Figure 4.1, the framework includes sets of primitives related
to SIP, to multiparty communications, and to floor control (i.e., the ability
to manage the access to a shared resource). Given that the framework
described in this thesis is based on SIP, it includes the primitives SIP
provides. These primitives include, for example, establishing a session
with a remote user agent.
The sets of primitives intended to establish multiparty communications
involve the use of URI-list services. URI-list services are specially use-
ful to establish ad-hoc conference calls in an efficient manner. A user
agent provides the URI-list server with a set of recipients and the URI-
list server establishes a conference call among all the recipients and the
original user agent. The use of a URI-list service reduces the amount of
signalling on the user agent’s access network. That is why URI-list ser-
vices are especially suitable to wireless devices with bandwidth or delay
restrictions over the air interface.
In multiparty communications, it is often important to provide some
type of floor control in order to regulate which user agent can access a
given resource (e.g., send media) at a given time. BFCP (Binary Floor
Control Protocol) is a floor control protocol, which uses binary encoding.
Its compact binary encoding makes BFCP also especially suitable to wire-
less devices with bandwidth or delay restrictions over the air interface.
The sets of primitives included in the framework are discussed in Chap-
ter 5.
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4.2 Support Functions
As shown in Figure 4.1, the framework includes support functions related
to PSTN interworking, consent-based communications, and session poli-
cies. Being able to communicate with devices on the PSTN is a key re-
quirement for most SIP-based communication networks. PSTN-SIP gate-
ways perform protocol translations at the edge of the networks to make
such interworking possible.
Consent-based communications are an important tool to avoid unwanted
communications (e.g., SPIT) and certain types of DoS attacks. A SIP net-
work implementing consent-based communications does not forward com-
munication requests to their recipients unless the recipients have explic-
itly given his or her consent to receive such communication requests.
Session policies allow user agents to maintain the end-to-end princi-
ple [127] while taking into consideration restrictions network operators
may impose on their sessions. Network operators explicitly inform user
agents about such restrictions so that the user agents themselves can
modify their communication sessions to suit their communication needs
as well as possible while observing the restrictions received.
The support functions included in the framework are discussed in Chap-
ter 6.
4.3 Transport
As shown in Figure 4.1, the framework includes a transport function. The
transport of SIP messages between user agents and proxy servers and be-
tween proxy servers has different requirements. In particular, large proxy
servers exchanging SIP traffic between them face the HOLB (Head of the
Line Blocking) problem, which is not typically a problem for user agents
exchanging SIP traffic with their proxy server. The use of SCTP [134]
between proxy servers eliminates HOLB and, thus, decreases the delays
seen by user agents establishing sessions.
The transport function included in the framework is discussed in Chap-
ter 7.
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4.4 Mobility, Multihoming, Security, and NAT Traversal
As shown in Figure 4.1, the framework includes functions related to mo-
bility, multihoming, security, and NAT traversal. In the framework, these
functions are provided by HIP (Host Identity Protocol). HIP provides all
these functions in an integrated way so that all the functions can be pro-
vided at the same time in a coherent way. The provision of functions such
as NAT traversal at lower layers (as opposed to providing them at the
application layer) makes it possible to handle different application flows
in an integrated fashion. This integrated flow handling can decrease the
delays seen by user agents when establishing sessions in some scenarios.
The mobility, multihoming, security, and NAT traversal functions in-
cluded in the framework are discussed in Chapter 8.
4.5 Overlays
As shown in Figure 4.1, the framework includes functions related to over-
lays. An overlay is a network that is built on top of another network (e.g.,
a peer-to-peer overlay that runs on top of the Internet). The framework
also uses HIP to build overlays in situations where an infrastructure of
SIP servers is not available. The ID/locator split implemented by HIP
makes it a natural choice to build secure overlays. Additionally, the in-
tegrated flow handling mentioned in Section 4.4 is especially relevant for
reducing session establishment delays in overlay scenarios.
The functions related to overlays included in the framework are dis-
cussed in Chapter 9.
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5. Main Primitives
Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 shows the structure of the framework described
in this thesis. The framework includes sets of primitives related to SIP, to
multiparty communications, and to floor control. All these primitives are
discussed in this section.
As discussed in Section 2.3, when we use the term primitives we refer
to protocol primitives. In practice, some applications do not access the
protocol primitives directly. Instead, they access the protocol primitives
through different APIs (e.g., JSR 32 [105], JSR 141 [104], JSR 180 [108],
JSR 281 [107], JSR 289 [106], or Parlay X [3]). We do not discuss these
APIs in this thesis.
This section is based on our work on the main SIP specification, which is
documented in [124], our work on URI-list services, which is documented
in [29], [43], [44], [21], [30], and [24], and our work on BFCP (Binary Floor
Control Protocol), which is documented in [26], [13], and [14].
In [29], we describe a framework for URI-list services and discuss the
security implications of using them in the network. In [43], we specify
’To’, ’Cc’, and ’Bcc’ functionality (which is typical in email) for SIP. In [44],
[21], [30], and [24], we specify URI-list services for MESSAGE, INVITE,
SUBSCRIBE, and REFER requests, respectively.
In [26], we specify BFCP. In [13], we specify how to establish a BFCP
connection using an SDP offer/answer exchange. In [14], we specify how
to establish a BFCP connection outside an SDP offer/answer exchange.
5.1 SIP Primitives
SIP, as specified in [124], provides primitives to establish, modify, and
terminate multimedia communication sessions. Additionally, SIP can also
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be used to add and remove participants to and from existing sessions.
SIP is mostly used to create and manage unicast point-to-point media
sessions. When SIP is used to invite participants to multicast sessions,
protocols different than SIP are used to create such sessions or to manage
them. Chapter 3 provides further detail on SIP’s basic functionality.
5.2 Multiparty Communications
SIP natively supports multiparty communications. For example, a user
agent can invite a number of participants to a particular session by send-
ing an INVITE request to each of them. The user agent can also send an
instant message to all those participants by sending a MESSAGE request
to each of them.
Performing several transactions like the ones just described works well
when the number of recipients is low and the size of the request is small.
However, when the number of recipients is high or the request is large the
access network of the user agent needs to carry a considerable amount of
traffic. Completing all the transactions on a low-bandwidth access can
take a long time. This issue is particularly relevant to terminals using
low-bandwidth radio accesses such as GPRS (General Packet Radio Ser-
vice) [4].
In the email world, this issue is directly addressed in SMTP (Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol) [74]. Clients can send a single email message
with multiple recipients so that the MTAs (Mail Transfer Agents) in the
network deliver it to the different receivers. SMTP also supports mailing
lists through address expansions in the network.
Our proposal to resolve this issue in SIP is to introduce URI-list ser-
vices [29] in the network. The task of a SIP URI-list service is to re-
ceive a request that contains or references a URI list (i.e., a list of one
or more URIs) and send a number of similar requests to the destinations
in this list. A given URI-list service can take as an input a URI list con-
tained in the SIP request sent by the client or an external URI list (e.g.,
the Request-URI is a SIP URI that is associated with a URI list at the
server). External URI lists are usually encoded using the XML (Exten-
sible Markup Language) format for representing resource lists [114] and
are typically set up using out-of-band mechanisms (e.g., XML Configu-
ration Access Protocol (XCAP) [115]). A server providing URI-list ser-
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vices for subscriptions is usually referred to as an RLS (Resource List
Server) [112].
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show a user sending the same instant message
to three different recipients. In Figures 5.1, the sender performs three
different MESSAGE transactions. In Figures 5.2, the sender performs
a single MESSAGE transaction with a server providing URI-list services.
The server, in turn, performs a different MESSAGE transaction with each
of the recipients. The MESSAGE request from the original sender to the
server contains, in addition to the instant message, a list with the recip-
ients of the instant message. Each recipient can be a ’To’, ’Cc’, or ’Bcc’
recipient [43].
Alice
(1) MESSAGE
Dean
(4) 200 OK
CarolBob
(6) 200 OK
(5) 200 OK
(3) MESSAGE
(2) MESSAGE
Figure 5.1. Multiple MESSAGE requests
Alice
(1) MESSAGE
DeanURI-list Service
(6) 200 OK
(2) 202 Accepted
CarolBob
(3) MESSAGE
(4) MESSAGE
(7) 200 OK
(5) MESSAGE
(8) 200 OK
Figure 5.2. Multiple-recipient MESSAGE request
If a user agent using a URI-list service is interested in the status of the
transactions performed by the server towards the final recipients, the user
agent uses different mechanisms depending on the type of request being
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handled. If the request is a MESSAGE request, the user agent may use a
delivery notification mechanism. If the request is an INVITE request, the
user agent can use the conference event package [125].
URI-lists are used to provide several services. For example, in order to
meet its requirements [97], the OMA (Open Mobile Alliance) PoC (Push
to talk over Cellular) service (which uses a SIP-based architecture [95])
uses URI-list services on its control plane [96].
5.3 Floor Control
Floor control provides the ability to manage the access to a shared re-
source. Examples of shared resources in a multiparty communications
session are audio streams, video streams, and shared virtual whiteboards.
Floor control is a key requirement for some types of sessions such as large
conference calls where many participants are likely to attempt to talk at
the same time. Floor control is also required in one-to-one half-duplex
communication sessions where only one of the participants can send me-
dia at a given time.
While a floor control mechanism indicates which participant can access
a given resource at a give time, enforcing that only that participant can
actually access the resource is not considered part of the floor control
mechanism. There are many situations where such an enforcement is not
needed. For example, in a face-to-face meeting among a few people, the
chair of the meeting gives the floor to a given participant so that the par-
ticipant can talk but the chair does not prevent in any way other partici-
pants from talking at the same time. It is assumed that the participants
play by the rules and will follow the instructions given by the chair. There
are also situations where such enforcement is needed. Depending on the
nature of the communication session, there are different mechanisms to
enforce floor control related policies. For example, a conference bridge can
be configured to ignore inputs from participants who do not hold the floor
at the time.
The area of floor control has been researched in the past. Depaoli et
al. [36] describe a multimedia conferencing system that includes floor
control. Dommel el. at. [38] describe a set of requirements on floor con-
trol in networked multimedia applications. Handley et al. [50] describe
an architecture for multimedia conferencing on the Internet that also in-
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cludes floor control. Koskelainen at. al. [77] describe a conference control
framework based on SIP where floor control is implemented using SOAP
(originally defined as Simple Object Access Protocol, although the term
is not considered an acronym any longer) commands. A multipoint data
communication service for use in multimedia conferencing environments
is described in [65]. This service includes a token-based system to im-
plement exclusive access to resources [62]. Token allocations can be per-
formed within a conference [66] to implement floor control functionality.
This communication service was designed to be able to run on different
networks. However, guaranteeing an acceptable performance when run-
ning it over a best-effort IP service was considered to be difficult [49]. The
floor control part of the service also had scalability problems [98]. Inte-
grating this floor control mechanism with SIP was considered to be too
heavy since the system also included functionality, such as capability ne-
gotiation, which was already present in SIP.
Our proposal to implement floor control is BFCP [9] (Binary Floor Con-
trol Protocol), which meets the general requirements on floor control pro-
tocols [76]. When designing BFCP, we chose a binary encoding (as op-
posed to other encoding such as XML) so that BFCP could be used in
low-bandwidth environments with tough timing requirements. We also
designed BFCP in a modular way so that it could be easily integrated in
SIP-based conferencing systems. We chose a light-weight design where
only fundamental floor control primitives are supported and advanced
functionality is implemented at higher levels. These design choices sepa-
rate BFCP from past floor control protocol proposals.
Figure 5.3 shows the logical architecture BFCP follows. Floor partici-
pants request a floor from the floor control server. The floor control server
consults the chair of that floor so that the floor chair makes a decision.
When the decision is made (e.g., granting the floor), the floor control server
notifies the relevant participants.
The floor chair logical function can also be implemented as part of the
floor control server. The floor control server can follow a pre-defined policy
to handle floor requests in an automatic fashion. For example, the floor
control server can implement a FIFO (First In First Out) queue for incom-
ing floor requests and grant the floor to the request leaving the queue at
any point.
Figure 5.4 shows a typical BFCP message flow. A participant sends
a FloorRequest message (1) to request a given floor. The floor control
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Floor Chair
Notification
Floor 
Participant
Floor 
Control 
Server
Floor 
Participant
Decision
Floor
Request
Granted or 
Denied
Notification
Figure 5.3. BFCP logical architecture
server informs the participant about the status of the floor request using
FloorRequestStatus messages. Eventually, the participant gets the floor
(4). When the participant has finished using the shared resource (e.g.,
sending media), the participant sends a FloorRelease message (5).
Participant
(1) FloorRequest
Floor Control 
Server
(2) FloorRequestStatus
Status: Pending
(3) FloorRequestStatus
Status: Accepted
Queue Pos: 1st
(4) FloorRequestStatus
Status: Granted
(5) FloorRelease
(6) FloorRequestStatus
Status: Released
Figure 5.4. BFCP message flow
BFCP is used in many video conferencing systems at present. Some of
these systems place the floor control server functionality on a node be-
hind a NAT. In order to improve its NAT traversal properties, some sys-
tems transport BFCP over UDP or HTTP instead of over TCP, which is its
standard transport. In the future, there may be standard extensions to
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BFCP that allow transporting it over different transport protocols, as we
had originally envisioned when originally designing BFCP.
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6. Support Functions
Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 shows the structure of the framework described
in this thesis. The framework includes support functions related to PSTN
interworking, to consent-based communications, and to session policies.
All these support functions are discussed in this chapter.
This chapter is based on our work on PSTN interworking, which is doc-
umented in [27], and [28], our work on session policies, which is docu-
mented in Publication I, [57], [59], [58], and [61], and our work on consent-
based communications, which is documented in Publication II, [117], [118],
[15], and [16].
In [27], we specify a mapping between ISUP (ISDN User Part Signal-
ing) [63] and SIP. In [28], we specify how to map ISUP overlap signalling
to SIP.
In Publication I, we propose a new policy control mechanism for SIP,
which we refer to as session policies. We discuss the advantages of this
approach over other existing policy control mechanisms such as the one
used in the IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) [18], which is based on in-
specting and modifying session descriptions in the network. We also de-
scribe how to integrate session policies in the IMS architecture. Finally,
we describe our experience implementing a proof-of-concept prototype of
the proposed mechanism. In [57], we describe some of the functions typ-
ically performed by SBCs (Session Border Controllers). Some of these
functions can be implemented in a more end-to-end fashion by using ses-
sion policies instead. In [59], we describe a framework for session policies
in SIP. In [58], we specify an event package to implement session-specific
policies. In [61], we specify an XML-based language to describe media-
related session policies
In Publication II, we propose a framework to add consent-based com-
munications to SIP. We discuss the properties of the framework and its
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applicability. We also evaluate the framework. The evaluation is based on
our implementation of the framework in a proof-of-concept prototype. In
[117], we discuss the requirements to implement consent-based commu-
nications in SIP. In [118], we describe a framework to implement consent-
based communications in SIP. In [15], we specify an XML-based document
format to request consent. In [16], we specify a SIP event package to be
used by SIP relays to inform user agents about the consent-related status
of the entries to be added to a resource list.
6.1 PSTN Interworking
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, interworking with the PSTN is currently
essential for any network providing communication services. In the early
stages of SIP’s development, Schulzrinne et al. identified the need for SIP
systems to interwork with the PSTN through gateways [130].
There are many signalling protocols used on the PSTN. Some of them
are used on the UNI (user-to-network interface) while others are used on
the NNI (network-to-network interface). When introducing a new proto-
col such as SIP, interworking over the NNI is more important because
through the NNI interface it is possible to reach any PSTN user. The in-
terworking over the UNI interface is important to connect islands using
PSTN protocols (e.g., a company’s PBX (Private Branch Exchange) with
another company’s PBX) between them. This way of connecting PSTN is-
lands using SIP is generally referred to as SIP trunking. We have focused
on the interworking between ISUP (ISDN User Part Signaling) [63] and
SIP because ISUP is the most widely used protocol over the NNI (network-
to-network interface).
We proposed an architecture for ISUP to SIP interworking [10]. Addi-
tionally, we specified how to map ISUP signalling to SIP [27] [28]. The
two most common interworking architectures at present, SIP-T [140] and
SIP-I [64], were based on our work. Figure 6.1 shows the logical architec-
ture of a PSTN to SIP gateway.
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Figure 6.1. PSTN-to-SIP gateway architecture
6.2 Session Policies
As discussed in Chapter 3, SIP uses the offer/answer model [121] to es-
tablish sessions. The offer/answer model was originally designed to allow
user agents to agree on the parameters to be used for a given session.
That is, it was assumed that the user agents were the only entities in-
volved in that negotiation. Proxy servers were designed to simply help
route messages between the user agents. Proxy servers did not play any
role in the offer/answer model and, thus, did not need to access the session
descriptions being exchanged between the user agents.
As SIP got deployed, the assumption above did not hold in many envi-
ronments. The operators of the networks between the user agents wanted
to be part of session negotiations. For example, the operator of a cellu-
lar network might want to carry different media streams (e.g., audio and
video) in different radio bearers or might prefer the use of a particular
codec over a different one. Another operator might not want to allow a
particular media type (e.g., video) at certain times of the day when the
network is congested. Some of these policies are targeted at improving
the QoS perceived by the users [46]. Other policies are intended to allow
operators to implement a particular pricing model for their multimedia
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services.
Since the use of proxy servers did not allow network operators to imple-
ment the policies above, these operators started deploying B2BUA (back-
to-back user agents) that inspected and modified the session descriptions
exchanged between user agents. These B2BUAs are usually referred to
as SBCs.
While the use of SBCs allows operators to meet their requirements, they
have some unfortunate architectural implications. In [57], we performed
a survey among several SBC vendors. We documented how different func-
tions (e.g., media management) were implemented and the architectural
implications of implementing those functions in such ways. The funda-
mental implication of breaking end-to-end negotiations is that the session
descriptions produced by the user agents need to be understood by nodes
in the network. User agents cannot use any new extension in sessions
between them until the network has been upgraded to support it as well.
This, obviously, significantly slows down the pace at which new services
and innovations can be deployed. SBCs sometimes also break end-to-end
security. In those cases, user agents cannot distinguish between a net-
work element trying to help them increase the QoS of their session and a
man-in-the-middle launching an attack against them.
The initial answer from the research community to the issues above was
to refer to SBCs as “evil” intermediaries and simply tell network operators
not to deploy them because of their associated problems. SBCs at the SIP
level were also compared with NATs at the IP level because both harm in-
novativeness. However, such answer ignored the economical incentives of
network operators. Unsurprisingly, the rate at which SBCs got deployed
kept increasing. In this, SBCs were also similar to NATs: the problems
they caused were considered less important than the issues they resolved.
Kempf et al. [71] identify the lack of trust, and the appearance of new
service and business models, as the most important trends opposing the
end-to-end principle on the Internet [127] [33]. The protection of innova-
tion is listed as one of the main desired properties of the end-to-end prin-
ciple that needs to be kept on the Internet. Clark et al. [34] argue that
new design strategies need to accommodate the growing tussle among
and between different Internet players. Moors [86] argues that it is nec-
essary to have information about a system in order to know how to apply
the end-to-end principle to it. The need for notifications so that end users
can detect the behavior of network intermediaries is considered important
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when designing network services [40].
We propose to use the general principles we just described in order to im-
plement policy control in SIP. In Publication I, we propose a mechanism,
which is referred to as session policies, intended to meet the requirements
of network operators without breaking the end-to-end nature of session
negotiations between user agents. Session policies allow network opera-
tors to communicate their policies to user agents so that the user agents
can take them into consideration when establishing sessions. Hilt et al.
also described a framework for session policies in [60]. We worked to-
gether on specifying session policies for SIP [59]. We are not aware of
other policy control mechanisms for SIP that share the characteristics we
just discussed with the session policies approach.
There are two types of session policies: session-independent and session-
specific policies. Session-independent policies apply to all sessions a user
agent may establish. They are part of the configuration data the user
agent gets from the network. Session-specific policies apply to a particu-
lar session. The user agents inform the network about the session they
intend to establish and the network informs the user agents about the
policies that are applicable to the session.
In Publication I, we also describe how to integrate session policies in the
PCC (Policy and Charging Control) IMS architecture [1] [2]. We validated
our results through a proof-of-concept prototype of the proposed architec-
ture. Note, however, that session policies are a general mechanism also
applicable to non-IMS scenarios [131].
We specified the details needed to implement session policies in SIP in
[59], [58], and [61]. We chose to implement the communication channel
between user agents and network elements providing policies using a SIP
event package [58]. The use of an event package makes it possible for net-
work elements to change their policies and inform the user agents during
an ongoing session.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of a message flow that includes session
policies. In this example, the originating user agent consults the policy
server (1) before sending its initial INVITE request. The policy server
provides the user agent with session-specific policies (3) that are applica-
ble to the session that is about to be established. For example, the policy
server may indicate that video streams are not allowed at that time of the
day. The user agent takes this restriction into account when generating its
offer (5). Once the user agent completes the offer/answer exchange with
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the remote user agent, it informs the policy server about the resulting ses-
sion (11). The policy server can provide additional policies in subsequent
NOTIFY requests (13). For example, a few minutes later the policy server
could inform the user agent that video streams are allowed.
User
Agent
(5) INVITE
Policy
Server
(6) INVITE
Proxy
Server
(9) ACK
(1) SUBSCRIBE
(2) 200 OK
(3) NOTIFY
(4) 200 OK
(7) 200 OK
(8) 200 OK
(11) SUBSCRIBE
(12) 200 OK
(13) NOTIFY
(14) 200 OK
(10) ACK
Figure 6.2. Message flow including session policies
6.3 Consent-based Communications
Unwanted traffic in SIP is specially problematic because of the nature of
SIP applications. SIP applications are typically disruptive given that they
alert its user about incoming communication attempts (e.g., the arrival of
an instant message or an incoming call). A situation where users were
continuously disrupted because of unwanted communication attempts would
make it impossible for users to use those applications.
The design principles behind routing in a SIP network and routing in
an IP network are similar. A sender generates a message or a packet that
includes its intended destination and the network takes care of delivering
the message or the packet to its destination. Networks operating in this
way make it relatively easy and cheap for senders to send traffic to any
recipient. This model does not help prevent unwanted traffic at all be-
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cause the burden is placed on recipients to filter incoming traffic in order
to discard the traffic they did not really want to receive. There are many
examples of unwanted traffic at different layers. DoS attacks at the IP
layer and SPAM in email applications are two well-known examples.
Handley et al. [51] propose a number of architectural changes in order
to make the Internet more resistant to DoS attacks. One of the proposed
changes is to only allow clients to contact other clients through a server
(at least initially) and in the context of a particular service. Ballani et
al. [7] propose an architecture where each host should explicitly declare
to the network routing infrastructure what traffic it wants routed to it.
Stoica et al. [137] propose an architecture that decouples the act of send-
ing from the act of receiving. Anderson et al. [5] propose an architecture
where instead of being able to send anything to anyone at any time, nodes
must first obtain “permission to send” from the destination. Särelä et
al. [128] propose an architecture that also moves the control from senders
to receivers.
Paxon [100] analyzes different reflection attacks, some of which involve
amplification (i.e., the reflector sends out a larger volume of traffic than
the attacker sends to it). An important strategy to mitigate attacks is
to avoid designing protocols or mechanisms that can return significantly
larger responses than the size of the request, unless a handshake is per-
formed to validate the client’s source address [53]. In summary, appli-
cations should not be unknowingly used to cause such disruptions either
(e.g., by avoiding becoming traffic amplifiers in a DoS attack launched by
somebody else). It is important to make sure that SIP infrastructures
meet these requirements.
Considering the general principles we have just described, we propose
to have recipients give their consent before relaying communication at-
tempts to them. In Publication II, we propose a mechanism to add consent-
based communications to SIP. The mechanism addresses the unwanted
traffic issue by allowing the implementation of white lists. Users only re-
ceive communication attempts from authorized users (i.e., users in their
white lists). Even though users would still receive authorization requests
from unauthorized users willing to be added to a white list, users do not
need to process those requests in real time. Therefore, they are much
less disruptive than incoming communication attempts. As discussed in
[119], consent-based communications do not resolve all problems related
to SPAM in SIP but they help with many of them. As discussed in Pub-
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lication II, even though instant messaging users are used to closed-group
communications, phone users are used to be able to call directly any other
user even if they had not had any previous contact before. When being
able to contact unknown users in this way is desirable, consent-based
communications are not a good solution to handle their communications.
Our proposed consent mechanism is also designed to prevent SIP nodes
to be used as traffic amplifiers by unauthorized users. SIP nodes do not
perform traffic amplifications on behalf of a given user until the user has
been authorized. The mechanism not only avoids traffic amplification re-
lated to communication attempts (e.g., forking an INVITE request to sev-
eral destinations). It also avoids traffic amplification related to authoriza-
tion requests (e.g., sending a large number of authorization requests).
We described the requirements for implementing consent-based commu-
nications in SIP in [117]. We specified the details needed to implement our
proposed consent framework in [118], [15], and [16].
Figure 6.3 shows the architecture of our proposed consent framework.
The concept of relays performing translations is central to our framework.
A translation is an operation by which the URI a request is addressed to
(which is referred to as the request’s target URI) is replaced with one or
more URIs (which are referred to as the request’s recipient URIs). A SIP
entity (e.g., a proxy or a B2BUA) performing a translation acts as a relay.
Permission
Server
Client
Recipient
Translation
Logic Permissions
Relay
Manipulation
Permission
Request
Permission
Request
Permission
Grant
Figure 6.3. Consent Framework Architecture
A new recipient URI can be added to a given translation by manipu-
lating the translation logic of a given relay. Such a manipulation is per-
formed in different ways depending on the nature of the translation (e.g.,
by using REGISTER requests or by using XCAP). Our proposed consent
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framework allows the relay to obtain authorization to send traffic to a
newly added request URI.
In general, the relay will not have any means to identify the owner of the
recipient URI being added to its translation logic. To resolve this issue,
our proposed framework relies on the routing infrastructure to perform
a return routability check. The relay simply sends an authorization re-
quest to the recipient URI and waits for an answer. As discussed in [90]
and [89], return routability checks yield false positives if the routing in-
frastructure is compromised or if there is an attacker between the verifier
and the address to be verified. Nevertheless, return routability checks are
the best available mechanism in distributed scenarios where a given relay
does not have a direct relationship with all the users in the system.
When sending authorization requests, relays need to avoid being used
as traffic amplifiers. Our proposed framework uses a credit-based autho-
rization mechanism to avoid that situation. As discussed in [141], [142],
and [6], credit-based authorization can be used to limit the amount of
data sent by a relay to an address for which the relay has not yet received
authorization. Our proposed credit-based authorization, the relay is kept
from sending more data to an unauthorized address than the amount of
data the relay receives from the entity adding that unauthorized address
to the relay’s translation logic.
Relays need to keep authorization information for the recipient URIs
that are part of their translation logic. This implies that a given relay
may need to store authentication information for entities that do not have
a direct relation with the relay (e.g., the owner of a recipient URI that has
a different domain than the relay). While it is generally acceptable for
relays to store simple authorization information (e.g., a given recipient
is willing to receive SIP messages from a given sender), relays do not
typically have incentives to store more complex authorization information
(e.g., a given recipient is willing to only receive INVITE requests from a
given sender only on weekends from 9 to 11 in the morning) and even less
to perform filtering based on it. Therefore, our proposed document format
for requesting consent [15] keeps the information stored by the relays at
minimum.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of a message flow that includes the consent
mechanism just described.
User A adds user B to the relay’s translation logic (1). User A subscribes
to the ’pending additions’ event package at the relay (5) in order to be in-
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(6) 200 OK
(3) MESSAGE
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Figure 6.4. Consent Message Flow
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formed of the permission-related status of B’s addition. In order to ask B
for permission to be added to the relay’s translation logic, the relay sends
a MESSAGE request (3) to B. Since user B is off-line when the MESSAGE
request arrives to user B’s permission server, the permission server stores
it until user B goes on-line again. At this point, user B retrieves the con-
tents of the MESSAGE request from the permission server (9). User B
grants the relay permission to perform the translation described in the
MESSAGE request by sending a PUBLISH request (11) to the relay. Fi-
nally, the relay informs user A that user B’s URI has been added to the
relay’s translation logic using a NOTIFY (13).
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7. Transport
Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 shows the structure of the framework described
in this thesis. The framework includes a transport function, which is dis-
cussed in this chapter. This chapter is based on our work on transporting
SIP, which is documented in Publication III, Publication IV, and [123].
In Publication III, we compare SCTP, UDP, and TCP as transport pro-
tocols for SIP. Our evaluation is based on our implementation of SIP and
SCTP in the network simulator (ns-2) [93]. We compare different aspects
of the transport protocols (loss detection, congestion control, etc.) and
analyze how they affect the transport of SIP signalling. Some of our sim-
ulations deal with HOLB (Head of the Line Blocking).
In Publication IV, we study the effects of HOLB on session establish-
ment delays. Our study was based on experiments performed in a test
bed and on the public Internet.
In [123], we specify how to transport SIP over SCTP. We also briefly
describe the advantages of SCTP over TCP and UDP when transporting
SIP.
Given that SIP was a signalling protocol whose messages required a re-
liable delivery, simply using TCP to transport SIP messages was arguably
the most natural choice. Nevertheless, SIP was designed to be able to run
on top of different transport protocols. In particular, the main SIP spec-
ification [124] described how to run SIP over TCP and UDP. The main
idea behind being able to run SIP over UDP was to reduce session es-
tablishment times by avoiding the TCP three-way handshake. Reliability
was achieved by implementing application-layer timeouts and retrans-
missions. SIP messages were assumed to be fairly small and never larger
than the path MTU.
Experience gathered since SIP was originally designed has shown that
the decision to allow UDP to be a valid transport for SIP had also impor-
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tant disadvantages. In retrospect, its disadvantages are actually arguably
more important than its advantages.
SIP messages in current deployments are often much larger than the
path MTU. When transfered over UDP, such messages cause IP-level frag-
mentation. Even if an entity chose to only send small requests over UDP
(and send larger requests over TCP instead), the responses to those small
requests may be much larger than the requests themselves. Given that
a request and a response need to use the same transport protocol, those
large responses to small requests would still cause IP-level fragmentation.
Additionally, the original SIP specification [54] allowed user agents to im-
plement either TCP or UDP. Consequently, there are legacy user agents
that do not support TCP at all, even if the current SIP specification [124]
mandates all SIP entities to support both TCP and UDP.
IP-level fragmentation causes a number of problems. Even if only a
single fragment of a UDP packet is lost, the whole UDP packet will be
retransmitted. This can be quite inefficient because fragments that had
been successfully transmitted are retransmitted anyway. Additionally,
the fact that only the first fragment carries the UDP header makes NAT
and firewall traversal impossible in some situations (e.g., a NAT or fire-
wall that refuses to keep state when receiving out of order fragments in
order to offer better DoS protection).
Supporting UDP also adds complexity to SIP applications. Implement-
ing application-layer timeouts and transmissions, and the handling of
multiple transport protocols comes with a cost in terms of complexity.
HOLB occurs when the data associated with multiple logical sessions
is interleaved over a single TCP connection. If a segment for one of the
session gets lost, the delivery of messages for the other sessions has to
wait until the lost segment has been retransmitted and correctly received.
Thus, a logical session blocks because of loss in another, unrelated one.
When used between proxy servers, UDP avoids the HOLB problem (HOLB
appears when two proxies use the same TCP connection to carry multiple
SIP dialogs between them). However, UDP does not provide any conges-
tion control. Therefore, such proxy servers may overload the network to
the point of collapse in periods when they need to handle heavy loads.
Therefore, both UDP and TCP have advantages and disadvantages when
transporting SIP messages. Additionally, we specified how to transport
SIP over SCTP [123] so that it was possible to study whether SCTP could
be a better transport for SIP than UDP or TCP in certain scenarios.
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There have been a few studies on the effects of HOLB. Grinnem et.
al. [47] studied the increase in the average one-way delay introduced by
HOLB in SCTP. The study was based on experiments in an emulated net-
work environment including competing TCP traffic. Scharf et. al. [129]
analyzed the increase in the average two-way delay (i.e., response time
in a request-response based protocol) introduced by HOLB in SCTP. The
study was based on experiments on an emulated network environment
including random packet losses.
In Publications III and IV, we compare UDP, TCP, and SCTP for trans-
porting SIP traffic. In particular, we analyze the effects of HOLB. Our re-
sults have a more general applicability than previous studies because our
simulations and experiments included scenarios with different packet-
loss patterns, call rates, link delays, and routers’ queue sizes. We analyze
the single-session and multiple-session scenarios and discuss what is the
best transport protocol for each of them.
The single-session scenario consists of a user agent exchanging SIP mes-
sages with its proxy server. All the SIP messages exchanged generally
correspond to a single session. Consequently, HOLB avoidance, one of the
biggest advantages of SCTP, is not typically an issue in this scenario. As
described in Publication III, SCTP has a few additional advantages over
TCP (e.g., message orientation and multihoming). However, most existing
NATs do not understand SCTP and, thus, filter SCTP messages out. This
is a fundamental disadvantage of SCTP with respect to TCP. Therefore,
we recommend to use TCP in this type of scenario.
The multiple-session scenario consists of two proxy servers exchanging
SIP messages between them over a single transport connection. The SIP
messages exchanged typically correspond to many different sessions be-
tween different user agents. Consequently, HOLB is a an important issue
in this scenario. Figure 7.1 illustrates how HOLB affects the delivery of
SIP messages corresponding to different sessions. The X-axis represents
the time when a particular SIP message is passed to the transport layer
by the sender (in ms) and the Y -axis represents when that message is
delivered to the receiving application by the transport layer (in ms).
Figure 7.1 shows the behaviour of a TCP connection and an SCTP asso-
ciation under the same traffic. While the SCTP association avoids HOLB,
the TCP connection does not avoid it.
The packet that was sent at t=60882 ms gets lost. The sender retrans-
mits this packet and this retransmission finally arrives at t=61193 ms.
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Figure 7.1. HOLB Effects
Before this message is finally received, the receiver has been receiving
new DATA chunks containing new SIP messages from the sender.
The graph shows that while SCTP delivers all the SIP messages re-
ceived regardless of the packet lost (bottom line in the graph), TCP buffers
all this data without passing it to the application (top line). When the re-
transmission of the packet lost is finally received, TCP passes all the data
at once to the application layer. This sudden delivery of several SIP mes-
sages is represented by the flat line in the graph. The delay introduced
by HOLB to a particular packet is the difference between the two lines.
When a packet is not affected by HOL blocking both lines coincide.
As discussed in Publications III and IV, depending on the network con-
ditions at any given time, HOLB can easily become a significant factor in
the session establishment delay. Therefore, we recommend to use SCTP
instead of TCP in this type of scenario in order to avoid HOLB.
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8. Multihoming, Mobility, Security, and
NAT Traversal
Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 shows the structure of the framework described
in this thesis. The framework includes support functions related to mo-
bility, multihoming, security, and NAT traversal. All these functions are
discussed in this section.
This section is based on our work on increasing SCTP’s security, which is
documented in Publication V, and [135], our work on combining HIP and
SIP, which is documented in Publication VI, and our work on traffic-flow
management in HIP, which is documented in Publication VII.
In Publication V, we studied the effect of dynamic multiaddressing (i.e.,
mobility and multihoming) in SCTP’s security. We identified vulnerabili-
ties and ways to fix them. In [135], we described how the SCTP specifica-
tions were modified in order to address those vulnerabilities.
In Publication VI, we proposed a framework to combine SIP and HIP. We
describe the advantages derived from using HIP to implement some func-
tions in a SIP environment. Additionally, we evaluate the performance
implications of using HIP in a SIP environment using a proof-of-concept
prototype implementation.
In Publication VII, we proposed a mechanism to allow two HIP end-
points to choose different paths for different flows between them. Our
mechanism is based on ICE (Interactive Connectivity Establishment) [116]
and the SIMA (Simultaneous Multiaccess) HIP extension [101]. Our pro-
posed mechanism gets the information about the available paths from
ICE, and the preferences from the user or application as input. With all
this information, the system decides which path should be used for which
flow and routes all flows accordingly. When network conditions change,
flows can be rerouted if needed. We evaluated our proposed mechanism
with a proof-of-concept prototype implementation.
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8.1 Dynamic Multiaddressing in SCTP
SCTP [134] provides mobility and multihoming functionality. SCTP end-
points can manage (e.g., add and remove) the IP addresses at which they
are reachable during an association [136]. SCTP was originally designed
to transport telephony signalling. Some of the assumptions made during
SCTP’s design were valid in that context. However, when SCTP is used
as a general-purpose transport protocol, some of those design assumptions
do not hold any longer. As a consequence, some threats against SCTP are
more likely to be exploited by attackers.
Part of the security research on SCTP has focused on studying different
end-to-end security solutions such as TLS [69] and IPsec [8]. Lindskog
et al. [79] compare different end-to-end security solutions for SCTP and
propose an alternative solution. Unurkhaan et al. [139] also propose a
security extension to SCTP. Nordhoff [92] compares the performance of
different end-to-end security solutions. Nordhoff also analyzes different
DoS attacks against SCTP.
Our work focused on the SCTP mechanisms that could be abused to
launch attacks against the protocol. Based on our work, the SCTP speci-
fications were modified in order to mitigate the attacks we described. In
Publication V, we described the assumptions that were invalidated when
SCTP was used as a general-purpose transport protocol and discussed
how to mount attacks that took advantage of them. These attacks in-
cluded DoS, connection hijacking, and packet flooding attacks. We veri-
fied that our attacks were indeed possible and realistic by experimenting
with three open-source SCTP implementations. In Publication V, we also
presented potential solutions against the attacks. In [135], we described
how the SCTP specifications were modified in order to address those vul-
nerabilities.
8.2 Combining HIP and SIP
Mobility, multihoming, security, and NAT traversal are all important fea-
tures in a SIP system. Nikander et al. [91] propose to use HIP to provide
integrated mobility, multihoming, and security.
HIP [87] proposes a new layer in the TCP/IP protocol stack. This new
layer is located below the transport layer, as shown in Figure 8.1, and con-
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sists of cryptographically generated host identifiers. HIP provides multi-
homing, mobility, security, and NAT traversal functionality.
Figure 8.1. HIP in the TCP/IP stack
HIP implements a so called ID/locator split. Instead of using the IP ad-
dress as the identifier for the host, with HIP, the identifier is the public
key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair. Also, instead of binding
connections to the IP address, transport layer protocols can now bind to
a presentation of the host identifier: Host Identity Tag (HIT). The host
identifier can remain the same regardless of the IP address that is cur-
rently used for it. Because the binding between the host identity and the
IP address is not fixed, the IP address can change without breaking the
transport layer connections.
With this solution, mobility and multi-homing can be handled in a more
natural way since multiple IP address can be bound to a host identifier
and the underlying IP address can be changed dynamically. Also, because
the host identifier is an asymmetric cryptographic key, the host can prove
that it is allowed to use the identifier with the private key. This solves
the problem with malicious hosts trying to change the destination of the
traffic. IPsec Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [87] provides con-
fidentiality and integrity protection for all the traffic that is exchanged
between the hosts.
In Publication VI, we propose to combine HIP and SIP to provide mul-
tihoming, host mobility, hop-by-hop security, protection against flooding
attacks, and NAT traversal functionality.
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SIP and HIP provide complementary types of mobility management. We
propose to use SIP to provide user and session mobility and to use HIP to
provide host mobility. User mobility provides a user with the ability to be
reachable under the same identifier regardless of the user’s location. Ses-
sion mobility involves the transfer of a ongoing session between different
devices. Host mobility occurs when a host changes its IP address.
Connections managed by HIP are started with a four-way handshake re-
ferred to as the HIP base exchange. When used in a SIP environment, the
HIP base exchange protects SIP nodes from being used to launch flooding
attacks such as the well-known media hammering attack or attacks based
on third party registrations. The HIP base exchange allows SIP nodes to
make sure they only send media to the correct parties (and not to victims).
HIP also provides hop-by-hop security, which is based on IPsec. In a
SIP environment, HIP-based hop-by-hop security can replace TLS to pro-
tect SIP signalling and other media security mechanisms to protect media
traffic. Being able to reuse the same security association for both SIP and
media traffic reduces the session establishment delay in some cases (e.g.,
when SIP is used in an overlay, as discussed in Chapter 9).
HIP includes a NAT traversal mechanism based on ICE. As discussed
above, the same security association can carry SIP and media traffic.
Therefore, it is only necessary to run the ICE procedures once to estab-
lish a security association, instead of running them several times for SIP
and for different media streams. Being able to run ICE procedures only
once for both SIP and media traffic reduces the session establishment de-
lay in some cases (e.g., when SIP is used in an overlay, as discussed in
Chapter 9).
8.3 Flow Management in HIP
As discussed in Section 8.2, one of the advantages of using HIP is that
a single security association can carry all traffic between two endpoints.
The endpoints use ICE to find a working path between them and estab-
lish a security association over that path. Keeping the endpoints from
re-running ICE and security establishment procedures for each new flow
being established between the endpoints saves both time and bandwidth.
However, in some circumstances, different flows need to be treated differ-
ently in the network.
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HIP’s original design did not include NAT traversal capabilities but it
was later extended to include an ICE-based NAT traversal mechanism [75].
HIP’s original design only supported basic multihoming capabilities. Pier-
rel et al. [101] proposed to provide HIP with more advanced multihoming
capabilities by allowing HIP hosts to use multiple accesses simultane-
ously.
Our work is based on the two HIP extensions we just described. In
Publication VII, we proposed a mechanism to allow two HIP endpoints to
choose different paths for different flows between them. Our proposed
mechanism allows users and applications to specify policies for traffic
flows. Given a policy for a particular flow, HIP endpoints automatically
choose the most appropriate path for the flow at any given time. The
ICE procedures used to find connectivity and keep NAT bindings alive
are reused to measure the characteristics of the working paths between
the endpoints. In this way, the system can react when the characteristics
of a particular path change.
Figure 8.2 shows the architecture we propose to implement flow man-
agement in HIP. The architecture consists of three modules: the policy
module, the ICE module, and the SIMA module.
User or
Application
Policy
Module
SIMA
Module
ICE
Module
Figure 8.2. Proposed architecture for flow management in HIP
The policy module gets input from the user or application on the pref-
erences for different traffic flows. The policy module obtains further in-
formation about different available paths from the ICE module. The ICE
module measures path features such as currently available bandwidth
and delay and informs the policy module. Depending on the preferences
given to the policy module, the policy module instructs the ICE module to
measure certain features. For example, if the policy module has not gotten
any bandwidth-related preferences, it will instruct the ICE module not to
do any bandwidth measurements. With all the information from the ICE
module and the preferences from the user or application, the policy mod-
ule decides which path should be used for which flow. The policy module,
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then, instructs the SIMA module to route traffic flows accordingly.
This functionality is useful in cases where two hosts exchange different
types of traffic between them and want those different types of traffic to
be treated differently. For example, the hosts may want to use a high-
bandwidth path for streaming video and a low-latency path for signalling
traffic.
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9. Overlays
Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 shows the structure of the framework described in
this thesis. The framework includes functions related to overlays. These
functions are discussed in this chapter.
This chapter is based on our work on building HIP-based overlays, which
is documented in Publication VI, Publication VIII, [25], [73], [23], and
[22].
In Publication VI, we propose to build P2PSIP (Peer-to-peer Session Ini-
tiation Protocol) overlays (i.e., overlays that route SIP traffic) based on
HIP. In Publication VIII, we describe an architecture to build such over-
lays where HIP is used to perform connection management while other
functions such as data storage and retrieval, or overlay maintenance, are
implemented using a different protocol. Also in Publication VIII, we eval-
uate the performance gains related to NAT traversal derived from the
use of this architecture. In [25], we specify in further detail our proposed
architecture to build HIP BONE (HIP Based Overlay Networking Envi-
ronment) overlays. In [73], we specify the details needed to implement a
HIP BONE overlay using RELOAD (REsource LOcation And Discovery).
In [23], we specify how to transfer HIP-encapsulated data between two
endpoints that have not performed a HIP based exchange. In [22], we de-
fine the extensions needed to implement multi-hop and source routing in
HIP.
There are scenarios where even though no communication infrastruc-
ture is available (e.g., disaster areas), there is a need to communicate
(e.g., among the members of a rescue team). An overlay is a network that
is built on top of another network (e.g., a peer-to-peer overlay that runs on
top of the Internet). Overlay networks are an excellent choice to enable
communications in these types of scenarios. Overlays enable the construc-
tion of different types of peer-to-peer systems where functions typically
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provided by the communication infrastructure (e.g., rendezvous) are pro-
vided by the peers instead. In [20], we analyzed the existing peer-to-peer
architectures.
Peer-to-peer communication systems mostly use overlays based on DHTs
(Distributed Hash Tables). There exist several DTH algorithms: Stoica
et. al. proposed Chord [138], Rowstron et. al. proposed Pastry [126], Rat-
nasamy et. al, proposed [109], and Zhao et. al, proposed Tapestry [143].
In [55], we evaluated different DHT algorithms from the viewpoint of in-
terpersonal communications. In [56], we proposed a method to decentral-
ize applications that were originally centralized.
RELOAD (REsource LOcation And Discovery) [68] is a protocol that al-
lows to build overlay networks using different algorithms. In [81] and [83],
we studied how an overlay could estimate its operating conditions and
auto-configure its parameters depending on the current conditions. In [80],
we studied the performance of a Chord-based overlay under different net-
work conditions. In [82], we specify a service discovery mechanism for
RELOAD.
Gurtov et. al. [48] proposed a network architecture based on HIP in [137]
where an overlay provides rendezvous services for HIP nodes.
In Publication VIII, we propose an architecture to build HIP-based over-
lays. Overlays typically require three types of operations: overlay mainte-
nance, data storage and retrieval, and connection management. Overlay
maintenance operations deal with nodes joining and leaving the overlay
and with the maintenance of the overlay’s routing tables. Data storage
and retrieval operations deal with nodes storing, retrieving, and remov-
ing information in or from the overlay. Connection management oper-
ations deal with the establishment of connections and the exchange of
lightweight messages among the nodes of the overlay, potentially in the
presence of NATs.
There are peer protocols (e.g., RELOAD [68]) that provide all these three
functions. In our architecture, we propose to use HIP to perform connec-
tion management. Data storage and retrieval, and overlay maintenance
are still implemented using a peer protocol (i.e., a protocol different than
HIP).
Figure 9.1 shows our architecture, as described in Publication VIII. All
protocol messages are carried either on top of a data connection previously
established by HIP or on top of a HIP message (which can be, in turn,
transported over a data connection or directly over IP).
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Figure 9.1. Layers in the HIP BONE architecture
The HIP base exchange is used to establish data connections between
HIP nodes also in overlay scenarios. In non-overlay scenarios, a node
sends an I1 message (the first message of the HIP base exchange) to
a remote node through the remote node’s rendezvous server. However,
in overlay scenarios, the rendezvous service is provided by the overlay.
Therefore, the routing tables of the overlay nodes determine how the I1 is
routed from its sender to its destination nodes.
Different overlays use different types of routing. Routing methods can
be classified as recursive or iterative. In recursive routing, a message
(e.g., an I1 message) traverses several nodes in the overlay until it reaches
its destination without returning to its sender. In iterative routing, each
overlay node handling the message returns it to its sender with a sugges-
tion on which node the sender needs to send the message to next.
Recursive routing can be divided into forward-only and symmetric rout-
ing. In forward-only routing, the response to a message is routed inde-
pendently to the original message. The routing of the response is based
on the overlay’s routing tables. In symmetric routing, the response follows
the same path (in reverse order) the original message followed to reach its
destination. We had to extend HIP [22] in order to support symmetric re-
cursive routing.
Overlay nodes willing to exchange application-layer messages can es-
tablish a direct data connection between them. However, establishing a
data connection in presence of NATs can be a time consuming process. For
short-lived transactions (e.g., a query-response transaction), routing the
application-layer messages over the overlay instead of over a direct con-
nection is more efficient. We extended HIP [23] so that it can transport
application-layer data between overlay nodes. We also use the HIP exten-
sion [72] that allows sending HIP messages over already-established data
connections.
Our architecture where HIP (as opposed to a peer protocol) is used to
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perform connection management in an overlay has a set of advantages.
Our architecture can be used by any peer protocol. This keeps each peer
protocol from defining primitives needed for connection management (e.g.,
primitives to establish connections and to tunnel messages through the
overlay) and NAT traversal. Having this functionality at a lower layer
allows multiple upper-layer protocols to take advantage of it.
Additionally, having a solution that integrates mobility and multihom-
ing is useful in many scenarios. Peer protocols do not typically specify
mobility and multihoming solutions. Combining a peer protocol includ-
ing NAT traversal with a separate mobility mechanism and a separate
multihoming mechanism can easily lead to unexpected interactions.
In our architecture, HIP can manage all the data connections between
two nodes in an integrated manner. Our experiments with P2PSIP over-
lays using our architecture show that this integrated management results
in a significant reduction in the session establishment delay in the pres-
ence of NATs, as described in Publication VIII. Nevertheless, if needed,
HIP can also manage different connections with different requirements
in different ways, as described in Publication VII.
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10. Conclusions
We have described our proposed framework and our contributions in the
areas it covers. When describing the different parts of the framework, we
have also discussed research work related and relevant to each area of the
framework. In Chapter 2, we presented the main goal of this thesis. We
aimed to build a framework based on SIP to enable communication ser-
vices. The framework was intended to have four fundamental properties.
It needed to be available, secure, high performing, and oriented to inno-
vations. In this chapter, we discuss each of these properties in the context
of our proposed framework.
As discussed in Section 5.1, SIP provides most of the primitives com-
monly used by applications handling one-to-one sessions. Additionally, as
discussed in Section 5.2 the framework includes primitives to efficiently
manage multiparty sessions. These primitives are used to access URI-list
services. As discussed in Section 5.3, the framework also includes primi-
tives to manage sessions that involve floor control.
The framework is available in many ways. In the framework, mobil-
ity, multihoming, and NAT traversal are handled by HIP, as described
in Section 8.2. The mobility support allows users to access services even
when they are on the move. The multihoming support allows users to ac-
cess services even when an access becomes unavailable. In environments
where HIP is not used, SCTP can also provide mobility and multihoming,
as discussed in Section 8.1. The ICE-based NAT traversal capabilities
provided by HIP makes the framework available in environments with
NATs. Early Internet communication services did not work in this type of
environments and, nowadays, being able to traverse NATs is considered
an essential feature. NAT traversal makes the framework available to a
high number of users whose connections are behind NATs.
As described in Section 6.1, the framework is accessible from the PSTN.
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Being able to interwork with the PSTN substantially increases the num-
ber of users for whom the services provided are made available, even
though PSTN users may be able to access the framework in a limited
way. The framework can also be made available in scenarios lacking an
infrastructure of SIP servers, as described in Chapter 9.
DoS attacks are attacks against the availability of a service. As dis-
cussed in Section 6.3, consent-based communications provide protection
against DoS attacks. Additionally, the HIP’s cryptographic puzzles and
SCTP’s stateless return routability tests, both of which are performed at
connection establishment time, protect against resource exhaustion at-
tacks.
In terms of security, as discussed in Section 8.2, HIP provides confiden-
tiality and integrity protection to both signalling and media. While HIP
security is currently based on IPsec, future extensions may make it possi-
ble to provide other types of protection.
In order to achieve high performance, we needed to integrate the opera-
tions in the framework in an efficient way. As discussed in Chapter 9, the
integrated connection management employed in the framework results in
a significant reduction in the session establishment delay in the presence
of NATs in some scenarios. Nevertheless, if needed, connections with dif-
ferent requirements can be managed in different ways, as discussed in
Section 8.3. Minimizing transport-related delays also helps increase the
performance of a system. As discussed in Chapter 7, avoiding HOLB can
significantly reduce session establishment delays.
With respect to innovativeness, as discussed in Section 6.2, session poli-
cies allow network operators to communicate their policies to the end-
points without breaking end-to-end session negotiations between them.
End-to-end negotiations enable the introduction of new and innovative
services at a much faster rate because intermediaries do not need to be
updated every time a new service is to be provided. Additionally, the use
of overlays also facilitates the introduction of new services by removing
the need to wait for infrastructures to be deployed before the actual intro-
duction of the services. Nevertheless, the innovativeness of a framework
is effectively decided on the markets. The actual introduction of new and
innovative services based on our framework will be the ultimate criterion
of how well we have succeeded in this respect.
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10.1 Future Work
The protocol work in this dissertation follows a model that has been (and
will continue being) widely used on the Internet and other networks such
as the PSTN. In this model, entities communicate with each other us-
ing agreed upon (e.g., standardized) protocols. There are typically several
implementations of the same protocol, using different programming lan-
guages or running on different platforms. Each entity is free to choose
any of those implementations as long as the implementation is compliant
with the protocol definition.
In the case of SIP, the same protocol is used end-to-end. That is, both
user agents and network entities (e.g., proxy servers) use SIP. Note that
this is not the case in other networks such as the PSTN where different
protocols are used on the user-to-network interface and on the network-
to-network interface.
SIP allows the implementation of new features in several ways. Some
types of features require the design and standardization of new SIP ex-
tensions, which can be a time-consuming process. Additionally, users typ-
ically need to install a new application in order to access SIP-based ser-
vices. Installing applications can be problematic in some scenarios. For
example, a user may not trust the application to give it full access rights
to its terminal’s resources, a user may not be able to install applications
on a terminal that is not his or her own, or the application may not be
available for the user’s terminal platform.
There is currently a significant amount of work trying to overcome some
of these issues. On the web, the mobile code model is widely used nowa-
days. The client requests a service from a web server and the web server
delivers a piece of code to the client. The client executes that piece of code
as part of getting the requested service. There is work aimed to adapt this
model to real-time communications as well.
In the mobile code model, the need for standard protocols changes. In-
stead of designing protocols such as SIP, which include many functional
elements, the mobile code model requires a standard protocol for deliver-
ing the mobile code and a standard programming language. On the web,
the standard delivery protocol is HTTP and the standard programming
language is javascript. Also, the execution environment in the mobile
code model is not the operating system but the browser instead.
Even though there are real-time communications services that use the
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mobile code model available on the Internet, they use proprietary browser
plugins. There is ongoing work to make it possible to use the mobile
code model for real-time communications services in a standard way in
all browser platforms.
The results of this work remain to be seen. However, it will likely have
an impact in some of the services that will be provided in the future. How
it will exactly relate to the work in this dissertation and to SIP is also still
unclear. A likely scenario is that some services continue to use SIP in an
end-to-end fashion while others use the mobile code model from a browser
to a server and SIP from the server on.
Even though there are still many open issues regarding the mobile code
model (e.g., related to customer lock in), the model has significant poten-
tial to enable innovations. Future research will be needed in order to
further study this model and its applicability to more general scenarios
(e.g., involving a federation of service providers).
This dissertation considers P2P architectures that allow distributing
the processing within a communication network. Hybrid architectures
can still include servers but distribute part of their processing to end-
points or other servers participating in a P2P overlay. In the last years,
cloud computing technologies have emerged as an alternative to distribute
the processing in a system. In the future, there will probably be deploy-
ments following all of these architectural approaches.
Research on so called Future Internet architectures is currently get-
ting significant attention. In particular, there is a lot of research on
information-centric networking architectures. Some of the ideas related
to HIP-based overlays presented in this dissertation are relevant in that
area (e.g., implementing NAT traversal and flow management at the ID/locator
split level).
During the last years there has been a shift in the context in which
communications take place. More and more communications take place
in the context of social networks nowadays. The ideas related to consent-
based communications presented in this dissertation are relevant in that
area. In a social network, the management of which users are allowed
to initiate which types of communications with other users is generally
considered an essential feature.
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